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ROAD COMMISSIONER
FORTIER ON THE JOB

MAINE’S LOSS
GREAT IN PROF.
FILES DEATH

Road (’omr. Fortier is right on the
Governor Milliken Thursday, re
jot)
this year and started the log
ceived a telegram from Hon. William
drags out last week on the streets
! b . Wilson, secretary of labor, rein town as well as out in the country
|questing him to endorse May fourth
and the results are very satisfactory.
as “Employment Sunday.”
Contractor Van Tasel has a crew
| “The national church organizations
of men at work on Highland Avenue
j of the country have united in a camfrom the Bridge north building a new
! paign to assist the United States Em
concrete sidewalk which is a much
ployment Service of the Department
After months of careful planning and public buildings in Maine, and needl'd improvement.
of Labor and co-operating agencies-in
There are other sections of our
finding employment for returning sol and work by those skilled in build says without hesitation that this is
ing, the doors of the new Temple the most finely and conveniently ar town where the need for new sidediers,
sailors
and
war
workers,”
says
F*w people, except those who have
Theatre were thrown open to the ranged theatre in Maine.
1walks are very imperative, especially
•cession to vliit the B. ft A. and C. Secretary Wilson in his telegram.
on
Monday
evening—and
In
front
of
the
stage
is
located
the
from the Square to the B. & A. and
Professor George T. Files, head of
“They have designated Sunday, j public
P. stations realise what a center
Houlton
takes
its
rightful
place
as
orchestra
pit
built
on
most
modern
on
Main
street
from
the
Elks
home
the
Department of German at BowMay 4, as “Employment Sunday” on
Honttoa is for trading.
of one of the most con- lines with capacity for an orchestra toward the C, P. If. as well as a few doin College, died in Boston, on Wed
which
day
the
national
programme
of
j
possessor
Under the present excellent sched
ot 8 Pieces.
important street crossings. The lack nesday last, after three months’ ill
ale on the B. ft A. R. R. there are employment administered by the Uni- ; veniently arranged and commodious
1 he draperies for the theatre are of these sidewalks has caused eon- ness with heart trouble in the Deathree trains Into Houlton and three ted states Employment Service will theatres in Eastern Maine.
of heavy blue plush, boxes, orchestra siderable criticism by people visiting conness hospital. He returned from
ent to and from Patten and Inter- ; be the subject of sermons and Bible, When the date of Apr. " ds ‘
class
meetings,
and
churches
will
ins-iuounced
as
the
opening
day,
it
seempit and mammoth curtain for
for stage out town and few people realize the France, in December, broken in
mediate stations, and from the north
titute
still
further
work
on
behalf
of
ed
as
though
Mr.
Bolen,
the
supeivisall
being
of
the
same
material,
add- hundreds of people who usethese
health, after serving 10 months in
th e n are two each way so that those
the
returning
men
who must find new , ing architect, had allotted an her- ing a finished touch to the already ■twowalks every day.
Y.
M. (’. A. work as educational di
wishtaf to com# to Houlton can do
employment
Special
appeal
will
be
culean
task
for
his
workers,
but
long
harmonizing
color
effect.
rector
of the French 10th Anny.
s * and roturn the samo day. On the
made to employers to keep their i experience in building and equipping
The lighting system for this house
Prof. Files was one of the original
Mrs. H. E. Thomas who has been
0 , 1 , there Is • train at noon and at
is of the most modern type and done the guest of Mrs. D. D. Powers, in promoters of better roads in Maine
Bfoa* with one reuniting In the even- needs listed with the local offices of theatres had enabled him to anticisee the on plans original with the architect,
the
work
and
he
could
ten which also allows for convenient Jthe United States Employment Ser- pate
Caribou, has returned home.
mmntaff trips. HSW many people j Vice and its Bureaus for returning ; goal was within his grasp, and the the hanging fixtures and side brae
William F. Braden who has been
sailors, whirh
which are in [Masonic
ooaies ol
oi Houlton
nuuuun who have kets were made by Contractor Mc connected with the First National j
talO' adTOntago o t visiting Houlton I soldiers and
onn cntinrs
Masonic bodies
Nair.
hal always been more f t less a guess touch with the soldiers and war without stint furnished the means to
erect
this
beautiful
Temple,
have
Both the direct and indirect sys Bank, since it was established has i
w m (he figures estimated at much workers seeking employment.
resigned and will take a much need
“Mindful of the endorsement by every reason to be proud of the com tems are used and by an especially ed rest.
gam ier number tbun actual figures
!
pleted
first
floor
with
its
attractive
designed
switch
board
controlled
resolution of the work of the United
A telegram received here Saturday j
front, and the entire building which from the stage, any light in the
HUffi g the month of March the B. States Employment Service made at
announces the arrival in Boston at ;
is
nearing
completion,
while
every
house
can
be
controlled
instantly,
the
i A. honied 8788 passengers for the conference of governors and may
10 A. M. of Lawrence Russell. Sergt. j
while 8767 were hauled out ors held on March 5 at Washington, citizen of Houlton must feel gratified bright flood lights of the direct sys
Douglas
McNutt, Jack Tenney, Louis |
i t Tloultnn and these were In addi-jmay I ask that you issue a proclama->that after long waiting, a modern tem brilliantly lights every nook and
McQuade
and Mose Wise, of this j
corner
of
the
house—the
indirect
la those using conpon books. Of tion or endorsement of Employment'
" playhouse has been provided, one
town,
members
of the 76th Division, j
is
suitable
for
all
needs.
lights
are
so
unique
and
beautiful
m ft i r o b tr ■ certain percentage Sunday” In order that it may be a i that
R.
N.
of
A.
held
their meeting at !
successful
occasion
in
your
state
and
Monday
evening
the
opening
night,
that
as
the
colored
lights
are
thrown
be thnit going to Bangor or
that
it
may
mark
the
inauguration
brought
its
multitudes
of
interested
,
through
the
bowers
of
artificial
fireWoodman
Hall,
7.30
P. M., Thursday,
e t t l t flio ro to the county, but the
of
a
more
intensive
effort
by
all
our
patrons
and
long
before
7
o’clock
evi-j
proof
flowers
a
murmur
of
apApril
24th.
Lodge
opened regular
■gull nr la and the number out would
fUgfftNmt
well the visitors to people who have the welfare of our dence of a packed house began to : preciation goes over the assemblage, form, with a large number present,
tftftl town for shopping purposes. returning fighting men and the coun- i Jo0111 UP and as the doors were ; so beautiful is the effect, the audi- Five candidates were initiated. Lodge
J thrown open fully 500 people were j torium is never in total darkness and closed, regular form, after which
WlHl twenty-six days on which the try at heart.”
_^_
crowded around the entrance anxious : at any time its patrons will be able delicious refreshments were served.
^
rem would m*ke »» average of
rC
IC
D
D
A
T
C
W
ITU
;
to get inside.
j to find a seat or leave the room with- i
U 8 per day, and this number only, is
CELE d K A I t W IIH
As
crowds passed in and filled out the least difficulty.
dgOTOd Oh the B. ft A. authentic
MY CHUM’S SWEETHEART
THE SOLDIERS , the seats, many compliments for the j This lighting system original with
teu ree eft tie XJ. P. Ry-, ere not ob- [
Thursday and Friday nights are
J L m , In,! from * man In a post-! The Citizens of Houlton, Maine, |beautiful
beautiful theatre
theatre were
were heard.
heard.
Mr. Bolen, the architect, has been intheatre was
was filling
filling up,
up, stalled by him in 18 different theatres the dates for the Theatrical perfor
110ft IP loww he giro* as a conserva- ihave voted to hold a Celebration on , While the theatre
mance which is being put on by ! laid out the State Highway system,
Itv# eattmaU 88pa*1M>wg**rH a
day. July 3rd and 4th in honor of the re- jBryson’s orchestra rendered a pleas- ■in New England.
Theo. H. Bird for the benefit of the |and worked incessantly for the pasWhen one atopa to realize that there turned Soldiers. Sailors andNurses |ing program and continued to play: The stage is 20x47
feet with
a™Ple ,
w
R ..f
.
.v
«N fttee l » people who come to of the Allied Nations, who will be e n - ■ throughout the evening.
capacity for the largest of traveling
‘
a d balvation Army I sage of the Mill Tax law two years
Drive.
i ago. He had been president of the
to ahop, it meana a valuable ! tertained free during the celebration, j At both evening shows not a va- companies, the proscenium arch is 15
Preparations and rehearsals have ' Maine Automobile Association the
!
including
meals,
lodging,
admission
cant
seat
was
to
be
found
while
many
.
ft.
high
and
25
ft.
wide—a
large
•soot to (its Hustling town.
been in progress for some time, and ; past three years. He was considered
transient ito Park, etc.
were satisfied to stand up during the scenery door opensdirectly off the
Oft the other hand this
that the event will be well worth wit |one of the best authorities on Good
Governor Milliken and staff will Iel'Hre performances.
stage to the street floor as does also
tn fts appreciates that in no place in
nessing goes without saying.
Messrs.
Bolen,
the
architect,
and
a
door for performers.
i Roads, in New England, having
______________,
. ,
the county have shoppers
such an op welcome the visitors on the first day
Mr. Bird has accomplished as much i traveled extensively by automobile
j
Under the stage, dressing rooms
W rtn ttr to trade M In Houlton. and jand arrangements are being made
|
“ ■By
j have been conveniently arranged and in Houlton as in other places. The in Italy, France and Germany, where
tke merchants kere keep their stocks |other noted men for July 4th.
;
^
TEM PLB
THEATRE—thus of easy access, that will accommodate St. Croix Courier has the following R 1 made a study of the roads which
regarding a recent performance in w. re built centuries ago, and all of
*»
**»* h* ’ « » Vari* ‘ y °1
T1,e pr0gramme Wl" include n’iU' reads ’the artistic electric sign with . 50 persons easily.
goods such is seldom found in a j^ r y ^ d civic parades, Band Conits conspicuous and emblazoned let- j The stage is lighted by a system of that city:
ill Is valuable information was given
tewu of this size, and the various ; cert8> Vaudeville, Fireworks and racThere is only one thing for it the for the benefit of his native state,
ters just over the entrance, this with foot lights the same as is used in the
Bbss of merchandise are such as to ; jng on both days under the Three
the broad portico overhanging th e ; Wilbur Theatre in Boston, the scen- next time Theodore Bird comes to where he was highly respected, well
Plan‘ three ' ‘asses each d a y .;I sj(lewa]k
su8oendod by huge s,eel ery and stage settings are from the Calais to present an entertainment regarded and much liked.
sidewalk suspended
I* IMS station. In fact the stocks and which will be announced later.
! rods, with its
. score or more , bri] Lee-Lash studios, of New York City he must, arrange for three nights of
He was born in Portland in 1866
production instead of two nights.
tbs l l n ^ To roy ftStfifad of the ldw ■
,odb‘ " lth lts scou' 01 11101 e 1,1 bnl
When he first came to us two nights and graduated from Bowdoin College
jliant lights, with 18 inch globes make are pictures of art in themselves.
prices s rs such ** would give cre d it; Qdd Fellows and Rebekahs to the the entrance as light as the great
Every conceivable appliance for the might have done, but not now since i in 1889, becoming a member of the
t# u city twice the size of Houlton. ! number of nearly 100 attended Divine [White Way and a beautiful picture by comfort ami safety of the patrons of we have come to know what “Teddy" faculty two years later. He was regBird (ian do in a few short days with
These ffccts are only a few of what service at the Methodist Church on night.
this theatre have been provided for purely local talent.
-strar of the college five years until
the railroads do for Houlton, and are gunday where Rev. Thomas WhiteThe entrance or foyer is 11 feet — a stand pipe on stage with 50 ft.
It may be all right for Mr. Phinney 1905.
U valuable asaest to any town. If the ; slde delivered a very scholarly ser- Iwide, 30 ft. long and 16 feet High, of 2 in. hose is conveniently located. to hang the pupils of the Calais high
He leaves to mourn his loss, a wife
propoeed railroad is built south °f;n ion appropriate to the occasion.
decorated in soft tones of gray, old bubbling drinking fountains and toi school on hooks outside the building, and daughter, who have the sym
but it won’t do at the Opera House,
Houlton, this will be another valugold, and blue, the Adam style, so let conveniences for both ladies and when the most popular attraction of pathy of a host of friends in New
able acquisition to the many valuable
P ftT A T O F S
called, being used here as well as gentlemen, are located in the base the whole year is on. And besides, England, in their great loss.
assets to Houlton as a town to live;
r u iA iv to
in the auditorium, the floor is fin- ment at the rear of the entrance, all the manager of the Opera House does
I . u d do basinen In.
: The local market “ " ‘ in'168 a<; tlve ; ished in Torrezo tile, cubes set in of modern and sanitary type.
not want to make the necessary great
and buyers are offering $4.00 per bar
expendiure
for hooks. Three nights
—(x>—
LIBERTY BOND DRIVE
Mr.
G.
Beecher
Churchill,
the
lesee
rel for Green Mountains and Cob ; concrete, the wood work here being
next time, please, Mr. Bird. Your
The
local committee of which Leo
|
done
in
old
ivory,
the
lighting
effects
of
the
Theatre
comes
to
Houlton
show is always worth it.
LETTER TO SELECTMEN
blers.
_(y\__
nard A. Pierce is chairman, will com
!
are
also
the
same
as
in
the
Theatre
highly
recommened
and
announces
To Municipal Officers,
The Produce News says:
his policy of conducting a high class R. R. DINING CAR SERVICE mence active work this week, and
j proper.
Gentlemen:
Receipts of new potatoes from
doubtless every one in town will have
In the centre of the lobby is locat picture house, showing pictures from
Commencing Saturday, May 10, B.
We are at the beginning of another Ipiorida are increasing rapidly and
an
opportunity to purchase.
road-building and road-maintaining the prjce j8 declining. The market ed the ticket booth with its attrac- the best producers in the country, at & A. dining car will leave Bangor at
popular
prevailing
prices,
showing
a
I
tive
design,
its
curved
plate
glass
The
needs of subscribing have been
7.15 a. m. and run to Millinocket on
season. In most places
throughout j baa gone ]0wer daily with the inmatinee and evening performance B. & A. No. 3, due 10.30 a. m. Return explained in these columns, and from
front
and
the
heavy
brass
guard
rail
the State the roads this spring are j creasing arrivals onthe
Pennsyl! felling in its simple attractiveness with a 4 piece orchestra evenings.
ing, leave Millinocket a. m. B. & A. a financial standpoint the investment
worae than for a great many years, j vanja pier, which averaged 4 and 6
Mr. Churchill has spared no ex No. 2, arriving Bangor 2.25 p. m.
;
the
treat
in
store
behind
the
heavy
is the best, so that every citizen
due almost entirely, webelieve, to j carg daily. Early in the week $11
pense to make this theatre a com
oak
doors
that
lead
into
the
audi
should
exert himself or herself to
Leave Bangor 2.45 p. m., arriving
climatic conditions which have pre- ( wa8 8ecured for prime stock, but
fortable
and
up-to-date
as
any
house
purchase
just as many a s possible.
torium.
Derby
4.11
p.
m.
in
B.
&
A.
No.
7
vailed during the late fall and this had declined to $9 by the close.
The auditorium is 47x77 feet and ia Maine, his picture screen is known Leave Derby 5.39 p. m. B. & A. No.
tkroufh the winter. We all realize, A similar decline occurred in No. 2s
Terms of Former Loans
rooroover, that during the last two and No. 3s, which are selling $6.50 contains 608 chairs, these seats are as a gold film1 fabric, considered to 4, arriving Bangor 7.20 p. m.
Terms of the issue may he coniyears there has been a serious short and 8 and $2.50 and 3.50 respectively. very roomy, with ample space be be the finest for picture projection in
pared with the following terms of
age of labor, which, together with Receivers say the demand is not what tween rows and of the same style as the business.
past issues:
The picture booth in the rear of WAR TROPHY TRAIN
Mgh wages, has of necessity curtail it should be, nor what it will be when are used in the largest of city thea
First loan. $2.(Mi(i.OOO.(Miij. 3 V2 per
tres, spring upholstered seat and the balcony is absolutely fire proof
TO TOUR THE STATE cent, tax exempt, maturity 30 y e a r s .
ed road work.
prices become normal. The present
back in leather with comfort abb' arm with brick and steel walls and con
How that labor conditions are e a s-, figures of prime stock are too high to
Second loan. $2,000,000,1X10 offered
rest assuring most luxurious comfort cretc and steel ceiling, with elaborate At Houlton 4.45 P. M. Friday May 2
li^jr g bit wo would like to suggest to j encourage consumption. The quality
$4,617,000,000 subscribed. $3,S0S,0oo.switch board appliance for controlling
for its patrons.
you the desirability and necessity o f , Gf the Florida stock is fair, but the
Two broad stairways at the rear housi? lights, two new style Simplex
The visit of the War Trophy train 000 accepted, 4 per cent, partially tax
all of the highways in the potatoes are running heavily to small
give access to the commodious bal , machines have been installed for pro to Maine last fall was prevented by exempt, maturity 25 years
into as good condition as pos-jgiges and these are slow. Rail stock
cony with its seating accommoda jecting the pictures.
Third loan, $3,000,000,000 offered
the sudden appearance of the “flu.”
at as early a date as possible. j8 coming from the Hastings section
A1 feature pictures will be shown It is now planned to visit Maine $4,176,000,000 subscribed and accepttion for 165 people, a special exit
We
never be able to make up j proper, while boat shipments are
door to be used only in case of fire with out breaks and no advertising with a similar train, consisting of ed, 4 V2 per cent, partially tax exempt,
for the highway work which we could i from Federal Point and vicinity. It
or panic, leads directly from the bal- ! slides will be shown between reels, a three flat cars, a baggage car and a maturity 10 years,
not do during the last two or three i8 the general belief that Florida
feat ire that certainly appeals to pat- sleeper, with big guns and all kinds
Fourth loan. $6,000,000,000 offered,
to to tte jS n e n House^lk-y
tdhMmt, but by giving careful, con shippers are diggTng‘their small and|«>w
On each side of the stage have (rons of the house,
of
war
equipment
and
trophies.
$6,993,000,000
subscribed and accept■totent attention to highway prob poorer stock first. This is only mak been installed boxes, two on either
a ventilating system
capable of Five speakers will also accompany ed, 4Y2 per cent, partially tax exempt
ing
about
25
bbls.
to
the
acre.
Later
lem i/uarly hla itfHhg we should find
side and are arranged on an angle , bringing fresh air at '.he rate of 2000 the train. The schedule for the with special conditional exemptions
It possibU it give the public better on the better stock will be dug and that will give its occupants a splen- feet a minute has been installed, the county follows:
for past issues, maturity 20 years.
Mgiwtyfe than they have had during shipped and this, it is believed, will did view of the stage or picture ; intate fans located directly under; Friday, May 2—Leave Bangor 12 30
Fifth loan, $4,500,000,000, 4 % per
ti § Wat two seasons. We are arrang average 35 and 40 bbls. to the acre screen, from each tier of boxes; fire |the boxes while the exhaust fans are j a . M., leave Northern Maine Jet.,
cent, Bond may be converted into
ing lo t patrol service on the State and 10 to help the demand. Much
directly to street i in tke rear of the house and so ar- j 12.55 a . M., arrive Caribou 8.00 A. M. : or other issues.
doors lea
highways and Sate aid roads just as heaver arrivals are expected next Iexit
floor and can also be used by those ; ranged that the air can be changed leave Caribou 11.00 A. M.; arrive
as possible and we shall apprec week and lower prices are anticipat in the auditorium in case the occas ever/ 10 minutes.
Presque Isle 11.45 A.M.; leave Pres
iate y w r hearty cooperation In get- ed which will undoubtedly help con ion arises.
CARROLLM °GARY
Mr. E. J. Bolen of Portland, the que Isle 3.00 P. M., arrive Houlton
tTOg theee roads In shape so that the sumption.
A very pretty wedding took place
4.45
P.
M.;
leave
Houlton
8.00
P.
M.,
superindending
architect
of
the
Ma
All exit doors have been equipped
gatrohnea maqf care for them effi
Old potatoes are cleaning up rapid
on Thursday afternoon at the home of
with antipatic bars that will yield to. sonic Temple, is a theatre man of arrive Northern Maine Jet., 1.30 A.
ly. This week the initial shipment of
Judge Charles Carroll on Main street,
ciently.
the lightest pressure from the inside muck experience, having been con M.
when his daughter, Mary, was united
littru iatfr™ comes to us that there 100 cars was made to the Russian and these exit doors will never he nected with the Black Theatres, for
in marriage to Percy E. McGary, of
ftKTO b u n moro tourist® I® Florida government. It is not known whether
locked, while at the same time no several years, and his entire time jgiven freeiy 0f their time and a
this town, Rev. F. Clarke Hartley of
H » post winter then ever before, and tbere will be any more shipments of
body can enter from without and so has been devoted to the completion j bearty co-operation has existed beTruro, Nova Scotia, a former pastor
It Is very epflftront that there will be 1 thl8 kind, but It Is believed that there
easily do they work that a child can of this house which is a credit to i tween them, the architect and the
of the F. B. Church, officiating, before
Ui lM|tr# amount of tourist travel will. This
■ has 1had a *tendency to operate them and the number of feet him.
various contractors throughout the the immediate family and friends of
fhroafth *Maine the coming summer strengthen the market on old stock of exit doors for the theatre is con
As far as has been possible only ] entire building period and a most the contracting parties.
qfcw ever. W e believe we all take which has been lamentably weak all siderably in excess of that required
local
mechanics have been employed satisfactory job is the result.
ensftfth pride In our State as a whole, season. Receivers now feel that the by the Massachusetts law for the
The house was very artistically de
on
the
building.
Our story would not be complete corated by Chadwick, the ceremony
aa« each board of selectmen in their worst part of the situation is over
largest theatres thus assuring safety
The Contractor for the mason without giving proper tribute to the
town la particular, to want to make and that present prices will be main
being performed under a floral arch
for its patrons.
work was J. A. Hallett, Geo. McNair master mind that conceived the in the living room.
m e virion feel at home and put them tained and possibly advanced. This
The floor Of the theatre is common had the contract for the Carpenter Masonic Temple a man who planned
ro a tnm e of nrind so they will want will be certain if any quantity of po
Miss Lois Carroll, sister of the
ly
called a bowl floor with its last ten work. Heating and plumbing, Hamil and worked for years to bring to a
tatoes
are
shipped
from
this
country.
to come again. L et us b e a r In mind
bride, was maid of honor, and P res
rows
on
steppings
varying
from
3
in.
ton & Grant Co., exterior painting, culmination the plans for a home for
H a t our own people who pay the bills Arrivals are quite liberal, due to the
ton Boyd of Fort Fairfield, who saw
are entitled to the beet highways we better market, and quality as a whole to 5% in. In height-rthe aisles are F. M. Russell, decorating, John Ray this old order together with the oth service at Kelley’s Aviation field
oaa giro them and if we can accoxno- Is good. In the down town market broad and a smooth run the extreme mond of Waterville, seating and er things evolved in the plans, that with the groom, was best man.
draperies by the old established firm,
iate visitors at the same time, so Maine potatoes are selling $4.50 and length of the auditorium.
probably under no other direction
After the ceremony a delicious
The decorations of the theatre the Houlton Furniture Co. Electrical
roach the better. Remember that the 5 per 160 lb. bag, while Michigans
would
have
been
attempted
and
car
luncheon
was served, and Mr. and
appliances
and
lighting,
Houlton
Highway Commission is ready to as are bringing $4 and 4.25. In the up show the master touch of an artist of
Mrs.
McGary
left on the evening
ried
out
at
this
time,
a
man
who
W
ater
Co.,
both
Supt.
McIntyre
and
sist yon in any way it can in work- town yards Michigans are selling long experience, the same style and
train
for
New
York City, where they
until disease
$4&Q and 5 per 180 lhs., with Maines color scheme as that of the lobby foreman Cumming, giving of their ex worked incessently
gag out your highway problems.
will
reside.
generally $6 and 5.85, with a few being used, the colors are beautifully perience to make this a complete job. claimed him in death, the late Wil
Town yery truly*
Both young people are well known
To the building committee consist
reaching $5.60. Arrivals of Long Is blended and restful to the eye—Mr.
P . j . PHBRING,
liam F. Buzzell to whom the Masonic
In
Houlton and have a host of friends
ing
of
Messrs.
Bernard
Archibald,
land stock are light and the hulk of Raymond of 'Waterville, who had the
W. M. A Y fft
Temple when completed will rise as who extend congratulations and best
Geo.
S.
Gentle
and
Geo.
A.
Gorham,
contract,
is
an
artist
of
the
highest
the business Is on the basis of $5 and
A. PRABODY
wishes.
order and has done many theatres much credit should be given, all have a memorial for all time.
fttste Highway Commission. 6, with the latter extreme.

large trading
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lup From Sflrjroimdiiig
T«wss Visit Here Daily

Houlton’s New Play House Officially Opened Monday, April
—“First Nighters” Pronounce Theatre a
Gem of Beauty and Convenience

28

A Man Who Worked Inces
santly for Good Roads
in the State
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tered the war and before the country ! ates from the desire, as one writer exhad
its taste of government operation presses it, “to get back as soon as
Official figures given out at WashHO UL T ON T I M E S
?han i t l ington show that our navy is growing there was a considerable sentiment in possible to American fundamentals.”
■ rtak llfM April 13, I860
,^
opera. ! ra,)idiy and that it has now reached favor of government ownership of the
The tendency to Bolshevism is
wnrlr for better hiehwavs in Maine, was to the municipality wi
abroad
in Europe and is not entirely
proportions tnat
that require
ALL THK HOME NEW8
k
development ted it. For a long time it has been
been !|proportions
require for it the railroads. We did not regard this
absent
in this country, the cry to
for the upbuilding and
as
a
predominant
sentiment
but
many
wholly inadequate to handle the tre- most respectful treatment by the othPflM laM every Wednesday morning of the State along progressive lines, mendous volume of automobile tra- er nations of the world. During the arguments wore being made in the wipe out private control and vest
his exceptional ability as a public
/hieh has pouredover it on its last month of
super dreadnoughts, press and elsewhere for the govern - I everything in an autocratic state. It
by the Times Publishing Oo.
speaker, and his driving force in any flic wl
the
Idaho
has
gone
into commission, ment handling of public and quasi- j is a clamor hat does not appeal t*
Rockland, Camden, Belfast,
cause which he felt was right, will way to
©HAfl. H. FOQO, Pres. A Mgr.
good Americans. They look back a
and intermediate points, as well as and in addition our sea forces have public utilities.
never be forgotten. Bowdoin owes to Bangor and places beyond. The been increased by It) new destroyers.
few
years and feel that we were do
For the past few years we have had
Subscription la U. S. $1A0 per year much to Prof. Piles, and the thouing very nicely by private initiative
la aflvaaee as required by law; in sands of boys who passed under his boat was altogether to small, it was and one submarine, in March, alone, government operation of the railroads and to such they wish to return and
too old to be reliable and on many oc- live auxiliary ships were completed and of some other utilities and from
Osaada $2.00 la advaace.
i guiding hand during his many years’
-'"height,of the*.sea- and it is estimated that ir.u addition- all quarters is heard the cry that the as speedily as possible, recognizing
Slagle copies I r e cents
j connection with that institution, will'casions daring the
delivered from tin* roads must be returned to private and realizing that the return must be
always recall wjth deepest reverence ! son it would break down and the en- al ships will
the
end of the year, ownership as rapidly as possible. Few made in a manner that will be fair to
would be inter- builders before
A traftiilB g rates based upon guaran the splendid memories of those days. Itire stream of traffic
at tin- are the voices raised for a eontinua- the railroads and which will permit
are
teed circulation. ________ Among business men he was recog- ; nip ted. There was no spare boat and There are under construction
ves- tion of government operation and the them to work out their problems, now
~ . — t fminj,i t Hnnlton nized »s possessing marked ability, the nearest ferry was the one at piesent time no less than 4..S
-----St th e P o s t OBoe s c a e w w n ,
WQrker for hig friends for Richmond which was so located as to |sels tor the U. S. Navy, including lu ottort made* to have Congress extend vastly magnified by the excursion isthe duration of such operation met to Public operation, to the advantage
for f l M r t t a i hl8
aIld for his Country, with 'make it a great inconvenience to turn super-dreadnoughts, (i cattle cruiser
by Congress of the publi
VOOtsl rates.
j HAvar a thought of self, he practical- travel that way.
1<>
e nusers, 19o torpedo boat with a sharp denial by
which in this instance acted in a mank
lover ly offered himself as a sacrifice t o 1 It is to be regretted that the same destiojeis. 71 subinaiim s,
Eagle
DIRE DISTRESS
.
*___v>+ i situation will continue the coming j boats, 2 gunboats, 20 mine sweepers ner that received the endorsement of
t i A foolish woman can maae a lover , the
It is Near at Hand to Hundreds ef
causes
lilt? tO
UrtCO for
LUl which
HI11V.U he fought.
---I
and 71 auxiliaries. The latter include the American people.
m husband, but It takes a bright wom Never exceptionally robust the great Summer, with its outlook for a record
Houlton Readers
12 oil tankers, 2 fuel ships, 2 aminuniGovernment operation has been
an to keep a husband a lover.
strain of his work in Europe, where j am ount o f tourist traffic, but it canDon’t neglect an aching back.
Everything cannot be tion ships, 1 hospital ship, 19
sea tried and found wanting In the first
* • *
Backache is ofen the kidneys’ cry
for months he battled to maintain j not be helped,
the j going tugs and 24 harbor tugs.
year of operation it was obliged to
H When you talk to a man or a child the morale of the French army j done in an instant and that
Work has been started on six of meet a deficit of $200,000,000 and the *or helP
about hit faults, don’t sdmd over against the heaviest of odds, was too case with getting a new boat, rebuild
Neglect hurrying to the kidneys’
TheStateJ the super-dreadnoughts, and one
the deficit is now piling up at a rate of
him
witha
club.
aid
much for him, and his heart and con- ing landing slips,
Tennessee, will be launched this not far from a million a day. The gov• * *
Means that urinary troubles may
stitution could not stand up against takes the property over on October 1,
ti Home without a woman’s caro and it. It is no exaggeration to saythat Iof this year, and it will be operated, ’month or next at the New York Navy eminent had every advantage in handa woman's love Is like no home at all the name of George T.Files will live j as it should be, by the State High- Yard. The California under construe- ling the railroads. It was not ham- followOr danger of worse kidney trouble.
way Commission as a part of the tion at the Mare Island Navy Yard, pered by state or federal laws for its
° rd
— only the empty nest in a winter’s
Here’s
Houlton testimony.
long in the memory of the people of
It
State highway system. Indeed it is and the Maryland building at New- power was practically absolute.
s a le from which the birds have flown.
Mrs.
W. I. Farrar, 138 Military S t ,
Maine. Even after the present gen
* * •
very much a part of the road system Iport News probably will go over- could fix the rates where it chose. It
with
eration has passed away the results
it travel. along
; board
year. The Colorado and ! could amalgamate systems, take off or says: “From my experience
f t W hat do you think of a man who
of Maine as without
...........................
......... thic
wnrthisThfl
of his work will live and be remem thp rnnst hv highway is practically i the Washington are being construct- put on trains and in fact operate the D°an s Kidney Pills, I can say they
will alt down a t the table three times
A large boat will ed at Camden, N. J. Three of the roads as a national system, unres- are a g00<^ rernedy. About two years
bered.
a day, and thank the Lord for bread
out of the question.
ar -1 others to be built will be named the trained by the handicaps faced by a g 0 1 was down ln bed f°r over a
'Which he has swindled some poor
be put on, the schedule will be
A CONGRESSIONAL DUTY
South Dakota, Montana and North private operation. And yet it has not (wee^ with kidney trouble. My badk
man o r beat his grocer out of?
When the Congress meets in spec ranged with the idea of accommoda
the armored cruisers succeeded. The few economies that it was so Iame aQd painful I couda’t
• * •
ting the greatest number, and prob-j Carolina, and
ial session, and when it has settled
at present will i achieved have been at the expense of ^urn over with-out assistance. Sharp
H Luxuries aad the surroundings of the peace question, it will be its ably the present boat will be kept as ! having these names
It is ex- the service and today the public is Pa^ns darted through my kidneys eve11
—n'~.l
--wealth aad Idleness cannot bring con- bounden duty to pass two small bills j a spare craft so that there may be no ! be called something else.
pected
that
at
least
100
torpedo
boat paying an average of $74 per capita p r move * ma^e‘ I was very nervous,
All in
teatm aat of a young woman of pluck
of the service
had dizzy spells and splitting heoifathered by Secretary Lane, of the interruptionwere
few
accomplishments
!
destroyers
will
be
completed
this annually for service much inferior to
a a d food sense. She would far rather
aches.
My kidneys didn't act right
Interior Department.
These two all there
defly flapelf all luxuries and enjoy bills, permitted to die in the last Con of the late Legislature that will have year, Bath having a contract for sev- that received under private operation, at all. I read the recommendatiaiB
eral of them, one of which was
And so it is not strange that the
-thq glorious sense of Independence
efgress, asked for $250,000 with which more far reaching or beneficial the
people are demanding that the roads Siven by one of my neighbors who had
1
launched
last
week.
wldeh bar own exertions bring.
If
to make two surveys of supreme im fects than the taking over by
In addition to these ships it is in- be returned to private management (recommended Doan s Kidney Pills
paf ia ts coud hat realise this they
State of this ferry proposition.
portance to the United States.
i
teresting
to note what we had for a as speedily as possible and they are an(* 1 5°* so<*e at
French &
werikld perhaps oftener assist their
The first survey was to cover the
|
navy
when
the
armistice
was
signed
also
convinced
that
the
return
shall
|
Son
s
Drug
Store.
After
using
them
d a fg tta ra la procuring self-supportavailable water power of the Country TH E TANK A MAINE INVENTION j last. November, amio
ic
tvu*
oa a unHcrnnnHitirm«
that
will
he
!a
short time, I got relief and contia*
This
is
the
record:
be
made
under
conditions
that
will
be
|
hoaorable enjoyment, wherein
—something neglected
since 1910. (y) Many states have claimed the in 40 battleships, 32 cruisers, S monitors : favorable to the roads. When the ued their use until cured.”
rorlng of the mind might
Price 60c, at all dealers. Dom’t
The second bill provided for $200,000 vention of the tank and leading mag 33 gunboats, 125 destroyers, 17 tor-! roads are returned we shall not see
with which to survey existing power azines have written articles giving pedo boats, 6S submarines, 303 sub-. them kept in leading strings so sharp- i simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
r
• • •
Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that
stations from Maine to Washington,
M phtik on the bright aide. It is the D. C., with a view to effecting a phy the honor to Benjamin Holt, the marine chasers, 15 tenders to des- iy as in the past and the latitude al- Mrs. F arrar had. Foster-Milburn Co.,
M e. The times may be hard, sical and financial consolidation tend manufacturer of agricultural mach troyers and submarines, 79 mine owed them in fixing rates will be with Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
inery, but recourse to the courts has planters and sweepers, 56 yachts on ; the public endorsement,
will make them no easier to
ing to lower operating expenses and at last officially brought to light the patrol duty, 53 tugs on patrol duty,; And there is another reason why
A and, gloomy countenance. It
A D L E R -l-K A HELPS SON!
also to lessen cost to the consumer. real discoverer although it is said to 51 naval supply vessels, 4 army trans- the American people are anxious to
end not the cloud,
“My son had inflammation of bowels
Mr. Lane’s proposal, which an all have cost him in the neighborhood of ports, and 3 hospital ships. In addi- j see the railroads returned to their
the flower. The sky is wise Congress refused to consider,
aad was greatly bloated (with gas.)
tion the navy was manning at that ! owners and this is a reason divorced After giving Aler-i-ka he is completely
ten times for once it is black. meant much more than is apparent at a million dollars to prove it.
T oo have troubles; so have others. first glance. The undeveloped water 0 A. O. Lombard, of Waterville, is time 50 troop transports, 232 cargo j fr0m financial considerations. It is
man responsible for the remark- j transports, 640 patrol vessels and 175) a psychological condition and emanj
5°?^Wes# are free from them. Trouble power of this Country amounts to the
___ principle v___
h thn
tt (he
- i „
(Signed) M. Gerhard, Ferdinand, lag,
able
from which
the nrp.
pre-ji |)a,,Be!i
othor wor(ls
g
fftft* sinew and tone to life—forth some 30,000,000 horse power. A re
One does Adler-i-ka relieves sour
nsent tank i» taken, and Waterville I * ]N8vy had u,ulei, i(, Juri8dh.,ton
tnflo end courage to men. That would vised law, such as was embodied in
stomach, gas and constipation IN
jthe city in which the first expert-! (!rst of Iast Novemher Ul90 ships as
b e e dull see, where there was noth- the water power bill which a confer
STANTLY. Removes ALL foul mat
P e r s is te n t C ou g h ter
|nients were made and where th e jagajnst 2f>|) on Apr|,
m J
wh(?n
which poisons system.
Often
*■ * to disturb the surface of the ence committee in the last Congress
Stop th at weakeninr, persistent cough
oeeen. W het though things look a talked to death, would give finance an ; caterpillar tractor idea finally wa»|war w a 8 declared. 0 f the8e last or cold, threatening throat or lung CURES constipation. Prevents appen
with Eck-nan’s Alterative,
ships a great number will re- affections,
little dark, the lane will turn, and opportunity to develop our water pow-' successtu^y worked out. Mi. I.om-1
dicitis. We have sold Adler-ika many
th*. tonic and vpl>uiku;r of 20 years'
adapted it fiist to a log haulet j ver, s fi,.r ())(. navy is through with successful use. 80c and $1.09 bottles years. It is a mixture of buckthorn,
dhO flight will end in broad day. There er on a huge scale. It was and is Mr. j '
from druggists, or from
ie more virtue in one sunbeam than Lane’s Intention to ask Congress f o r ! ' 1 *1 *0*1
^ealre(*
°v erc°m e [*1,!; them to their original owners as will ECKMAN Tj A UOL1A.TUUY, Philadelphia cascara. glycerine and nine other
woods of Maine. ; many 0f tqle yachts that have been
in % whole hemisphere of clouds and the necessary money and statute pow-) eavy snow *n
simple drugs. O. F. French & Sea,
er to harness the torces ot Nature . 1 1 was 30 suc“ sstul ‘ to t his b u s i n e s s ^
pa, ro, Kork
x l l 0 real ves.
druggists.
gloom.
spread with great rapidity and finally ; sels
however, lv„. ,,cnlain and
« * *
that man may profit.
he
was
shipping
his
product
to
all
o
f
i
#
V
l/
,,r
... , a fleet
,,
11 *
1
they will constitute
as tornudam It is not the woman who is forever
Ju st what the harnessing of 30,- the lumbering sections of the United i,ln
, , todav
. ,
file
as
there
is
in
the
world
chASlng everyone in the house with a 000,000 horse power would mean to
All life-time is a school of
States
and
Canada.
One
of
these
tV
w
,,
with
the
exception
ot
Great
Britain
s.
broom or duster who makes the most
THE GROWTH OF OUR NAVY

ry through anything which he under- ceased to be
took, his life meant much to the State tion. It was of f»r
he loved so well.
—
----------. ,
His remarkable
to the whole of eus

state,

,
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Get Rid of That

Modern Strategy

the industries of the United States I
impression as to the desirableness of cannot be estimated in mere dollars, 'ractors found its way out to Montslees and order. While she is It will mean employment for a mil- na and this iH
ABAtAAM
EKr.iJantm Holt
.. ,
«
|I t TV141 IUC/UU
...........
men {or year8. lt
wln mean clr. 'first saw it. Grasping the possiblimairfng * ® »rty r ° f herself in her,
ties of the idea he decided to adapt
flAAtlc attempts to always keep the
hM rih tidy and the woodwork polish- , culatlon ° l " 10ney ’
maaa ra”' P : it to agricultural machinery and soon
•4. and the carp et, free from spot 0 r ! Prosperity. Congress owes it to the had established a big business in
speck, she Is often driving away the ! Countr> to '>ass Mr Lano a bi,ls as farm tractors. Then a large Califor
better elements of the h om e-p eace j800n as the |,eace treaty is out ot ,h'* nia concern conceived the idea of ut
ilizing its principles and conducted
and love and harmony. A child can- way
an investigation to ascertain from
not enjoy his playthings without a |
------whom
the right of manufacture
place In which to play, nor a man fe e l;
SALOON SUBSTITUTES
It was then that
free in his own house if he must be i
over the country plans are might be obtained,
always remembering that not
so ; beingformed to establish in the pre- 1it found the invention really belonged
much as a n^agazine or book shall be , sent “wet” territory, social meeting to Mr. Lombard. This company joino *1
left one moment out of place when j p]at;es for workingmen to take the with the latter in a suit against Mr.
not being read.
place under prohibition of the sa Holt for infringement of patents and

* * *
|loons. In some cities these are to he a settlement was effected. The result
fc) We want a religion for both worlds established by the returning wai ■was an arrangement whereby all of
for tbis because we are living in it— j workers. They will be much like the the parties were to continue to mami
for the next because we are going to Y. M. C. A. Their purpose will be , facturer along their individual lines
it—one that prepares for the next by substantially the same as the war and Mr. Lombard was to get a royal
right living in this—a religion that huts They win be ..morale centers,’ ty on what business they did.
The United States developed the
softens the step and gives melody to v hore hard working and struggling
the voice that checks impatience and people can have some brightness put tractor for use in connection with
irritation and gives self-control: a j n^0
jives, where they will feci army transportation and it was a
religion not merely for the church
satisfaction of comradeship, and tremendous success, but it remained
and the prayer meeting, but for busi- where they can have some rest from for the British to conceive tin* boH
ness, for the family and for everyday ^0 jj atld y0me relief from monotony, idea of adapting it to use in war. Tinlife; a religion >of both faith and
California Gommission on 1m- first tank was constructed in Engworks; and of works as founded on migration and Housing is one of the land with the greatest of se crcy aid
faith; a religion of principle as well pUj)jjc bodies that is devoting much when a sufficient number had been
as feeling, of right habit as well as 'attention to this problem. It bdieves made to make a formidable showir.g
occasional impulse, that projects the
0 jaiost vital imjiovtancc to they were launched against the G< rhoneymoon into the harvest moon, b a v t > these social centers created, mans. It is little wonder, when the
and makes th© happy home like the Qne (,f its agents reports that much latter saw them coming, that tiny
flgtree, bearing at once the beauty of ()jdissatisfaction with prohibition turned and fled from fright as wall
the tended blossoms and the glory of js
so inU(h on account of the loss as from the effective work they perthe ripened fruit, a religion that shall 0^>
“booze.” as that the working formed as death dealing machines,
level the ruts and gullies and rocks , men |eej that their social center is After that tanks played a tremendous
in the pathway of life and give joy j tQ he taken away from them. The part in the war and did an enormous
in that pathway to all who are In it. men niust have some place to sit share toward winning it. The Ger
* * *
|evenings, and they need recreation, mans seized ui)on the principle and
© Bow low
the head, do reverence
such centers are not merely need-■manufactured their own type hut they
to thO Old man, once like you. The|ed jn
localities that are accustom- were never so effective as those turivieiasltades of Ufa have silvered his j ed t0 saioons, but in those that have |ed out by the British and Americans.
half and'changed the round meiT y jbeen “dry” for a period of years.
These social centers should be
face to the worn visage before you.
Once the heart beat with aspirations, cheerful places, with games and
crashed by disappointment as yours, movie shows and phonographs and
music.
The workingman
perhaps, Is destined to be. Once that other
form stalked proudly through gay shoud be made to feel perfectly at
scenes of pleasure, the beau ideal of home there, and should be free to en
g ra ce ; x\ow the hand of time, that joy himself with his friends, with
withers the flower of yesterday, has out interference from anyone, and

G ET

BACK TO

W henever you sense a sick
headache, o r feel a bilious
attack coming on, ward it
o ff by the tim ely use o f

BEECHflAV’5
P IL L5 .
Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In Bozee, 10c., 26c.

bent th»t fleure »nd destroyed that i w|thout offic)ous supervision.
Even the warmest advocates of pro
noble carriage. Once, a t your age,
h e possessed the thousand thoughts hibition must admit that closing up
'th a t pafli through your brain, now saloons, without giving their habitwishing. |o accomplish deeds equal uees some outlet for tbeir desires, is
to a nook in fam e; anon imagining not going to work satisfactorily at
life a dream that the sooner he awoke all. Much intemperance has been
from It the better. But he has lived due to mere craving for social life.
th e dream very near through, the That craving must now be met in
time to awaken is very near a t hand; some other way. It is up to all the
hla eye never kindles a t old deeds of good Influences to provide for it.
daring, and the hand takes a firmer
grasp ot the staff.
Bow low the
TH E BATH FERRY
head boy, as you would In your old
At last the Bath ferry situation is

ago he referenced.

flflORGE T. FILES
The whole State mourns the loss
o f Prof. George T. Files whose death
occurred last Wednesday. Few men
In Maine had a larger circle of true
fritnda, aad no man deserved them
Pacing the best years of his
r, with wondarful ability to car-

to be remedied. One of the very vital
and very necessary pieces of legisla
tion ’fahich came through the official
mill at Augusta was an act which
buys the control of the highway ferry
between Bath and Woolwich on a
through Trunk line Highway from
the city of Bath and invests it in the
State. The Bath ferry long since

scorn

E M U L S IO N
as a reliable m eans of thwart
ing tbc enem ies of strength.
Scott*cs is Nature’s ally and
its r ic h t o n ic and strengthsupporting properties are known,
with satisfaction, to millions.
Build up your strength with
the nourishing qualities oif

S c oScott
tt’s& Bomio,
Emulsion
.
Bloomfield. N. J.

11-4

Its ASSAM quality gives it
that rich flavor

BOSE
T E A is g o o d t e a
S o ld o n ly in s e a le d p a c k a g e s
122

or

T o feel well keep your liver active
and avoid irregular habits which lead to
constipation or intestinal indigestion.
Don’t overload your stomach with indi
gestible food, rich pastry, candy and
sweets which do you no good and may
brine on biliousness or dyspepsia, leav
ing the traces in your face or complexion.
G et all the outdoor exercise you can, get
your share of sleep, and you will feel well
and look well all the time.
But if your complexion is sallow, or
pimply, if your eyes are
dull or yellowish, from
biliousness, try the above
suggestions, also try a
small dose of “ L. F .”
Atwood’s Medicine after
eating, and you will soon
notice the difference in
your looks and feelings.
Safe and reliable. Small
dose. Large bottle, 50
cents a t your dealer's.
“ L . F . ” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.

THESE DURABLE SOLES

“After giving Neolin Soles a thor
ough trial. I would not go back to the
soles I used to wear even though the
cost were less. I receive twice the
service from shoes with Neolin Soles,”
writes G. P. Jones, of Omaha.
More than 10,000,000 pairs of Neolin
Soles have been put on American shoes.
People were quick to realize the ad
vantages of this scientifically-made sole
—its long wear, its comfort, water
proofness—and its final economy.
Good shoe stores everywhere sell
Neclin-soled shoes ::i many styies for
men, women, and children.
And any repairman will re-sole your
worn shoes with Neolin S o !'- —made
by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
Akron, Ohio, who aiso make Wingfoot
H eels—guaranteed to < .ve../ all
other heels.

U. S. R.
D ir e cto r

R. A D M IN IS T R A T I O N
General of R a ilro a d s

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

ncd

S ic k
w e ll

FU N D A M E N T A LS

One
of the most far-reaching
changes in public opinion ever known
in this country has been evidenced in
the past three years in regard to pub
lic ownershij) or government opera
tion of railroad systems of the country. Before tin* United States en-

strategy— a gam e of war upon
germs and tendencies which,
unless thwarted, weaken the
system an d in v ite d ise a s e .
M o d e rn h e a lth -s tr a te g y
dictates the use of

TIM E T A B L E
C o rr e c t e d to F e b r u a r y 17, 1919
T r a i n s Daily E x c e p t S un day
From HOULTON
8.38 a. m.— F o r F o rt Fail-field. Carib ou,
L im e s to n e and Van Bure n.
9.15 a . m . — F o r
B a n g o r.
I’o rtla nd
a»d
Boston.
11.45 a . m . — F o r A sh la nd. St. F r a n c i s , F t .
K e nt. W a s h b u rn . I’resque Isle, Van
Bure n, v ia Stjua Ban and Mapleton.
1.30 p. m.— F o r Co v e r tV F o x o ro ft, G r e e « ville, Banyror, P o rtla n d and Bo st on
6.20 p. m.— F o r
Bnmror,
I’ortland
an d
Bn-c-m. BuftVt Shu pinv C a r Carib ou
to Boston.
7.51 p. m.— F o r F o rt Fairfield. V a n B u re n
Due H O U L T O N
S.30 a. m .— F ro m Boston. I’ortland. B a n 
gui. BltTet Sleeping ( ' a r B o sto n to
Caribou.
9.11 a. m .— F ro m Van Bu ren , C arib ou, F t .
Fai r f i el d.

i.10 p. m.— F r o m Boston, P o r tla n d , B a « gor, Greenville. Dover A- F o x e r o f t .
2.44 p . m . — F r o m St. F r a n c i s , F t . K e n t ,
Van Bu ren, W a s h b u r n , P re s q u e Isle,
i
via Squa Ban.
j 6.15 p . m . — F r o m Van B u re n , L im e s to n e ,
i
Carib ou, F o r t Fairfield.
7.48 p . m . — F r o m B o sto n, P o r tl a n d , B a n 
gor.
T im e ta ble s g iv ing co m p le te i n f o r m a 
tion m a y be obta ine d a t ticket offices.
G EO M. HOUGHT ON'. G en er al P a s s e n g e r
A g ent, B a n g o r , Me.

^ F R p is s im r m D r ^
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.

liE W DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR.

Miss M uffet perched upon a stool
W hen Algernon returned from school—
“I’ve learned,” said she, “for making bread
That Town Talk Flour is w ay ahead.”

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
Every Baking

TOWN TALK FLOUR

L. P. HUGHES

Ransford W. Shaw

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Maine
Probate matters have Special
Attention

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
DENTIST
Sincock Block

DR. W. B. ROBEN
O S T E O P A T H IC

P H Y S IC IA N

Suite 22, Mansur Block
Tel. 156
Houlton, Maine
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SAVE MONEY

n o w

i

GOING O U T of BUSINESS

Closed

This Store Per Rent

tmi

FARMERS AND MINERS SUSTAIN THE WORLD
The MINER delves into the mountain for coal, ore
and minerals to warm, to house, and to maintain the man
ufacturing establishments of the world.
The FARMER breaks up the soil, cultivates it and
produces the food without which humanity could not ex
ist. The farmer is therefore the most important factor in
the World’s production.
George Washington said that farming is the noblest
and most useful occupation of mankind. Prof. G. I. Christ
ie, formerly of Purdue University, Indiana, in a recent ad
dress stated: “At the head of all the sciences or arts, at the
head of civilization and progress, stands— not Militarism,
the science that kills; not Commerce, the art that accum
ulates wealth— but AGRICULTURE, the mother of all in
dustry and the maintainer of human life.” Agriculture
stands as the basis of the prosperity of this country. The
development of all other resources and the big business of
our cities depends upon the foodstuffs that must come from
the soil. It is therefore of utmost importance to the world
that farmers shall be progressive and thereby make farm
ing profitable.
One of our statesmen predicts that if our present
rate of increase in population continues we shall have one
hundred and fifty million people by the year 1950. The
great question in the minds of our people today is,— How
are we going to feed them?
FARM ING
IS TH E BIGGEST BUSINESS OF
AMERICA, the biggest business of the earth.
Without
farming, the Railroads, the Banks and all business and all
manufacturing industries would crumble. It will take
years, possibly more than ten years for the agriculture in
Europe to be restored to the condition in which it was be
fore the war. The world will look to America, the nearest
and largest depot of supply for food. America must not
only feed itself, it must feed Europe now and for years to
come.
The ordinary successful farmer must use great care

and judgment in his occupation, and this same effort, if ap
plied to the Banking or other business, would mean the ac
cumulation of large fortunes. There are compensations
found in farming that do not exist in other occupations,
namely: the outdoor life, the magic response of growing
crops to the proper treatment of the farm and the happy
contentment which comes to those who till the soil.
President Wilson states: “IT IS N ESESSARY OUR
LAND SHOULD YIELD MORE PER ACRE THAN IT
DOES NOW. Production per acre, with its coincident val
uation, increases in direct proportion to the plant food
furnished it. We have got to increase the product at eve
ry point where it is susceptible of being increased.
We
have got to study how to assist nature by making the most
suitable use of our several and various soils.”
FERTILIZER FEEDS THE CROPS THAT FEED THE
W ORLD, and since the world cannot exist without food,
Fertilizer has become a necessity. The use of manufactur
ed fertilizers is one of the biggest factors in the entire op
eration of the farm. Our Animal Fertilizers made from
Bone, Blood, and Meat, with high-grade Chemicals, many
of them containing large percentages of water soluble
Potash, have established their reputation of increasing the
crops and improving the soil. They are needed in a year
like this, when maximum crops are essential, with the
prospect of good prices for all produce at harvest time.
Fanners must keep up their good courage through
these unsettled conditions and times of readjustment;
they must as they always have done, put their hands to
the plow, turn the furrows and plant the crops which feed
the world.
Do not delay longer but order now. Use our Fertil
izer WHEN planting, and use it AFTER planting, at the
first cultivation, to force your crops along to early matur
ity. High-grade Fertilizers and Prosperity will walk hand
in hand this year, when the demand for food will be great
er than ever. Place your order NOW.

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER COMPANY
B ra n c h lo f C o n so lid a te d R e n d e rin g C om p an y

BOSTON, MASS.
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Share?

H I S scale has been worked out by the Liberty Loan
Com m ittee, with the help o f labor leaders.- I f it is fol
lowed the wage-earner will have done his part to m ake the
V ictory Liberty Loan a success.
*____. j g
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If I have dependent on me
If my weekly wages are
$20 to $ 2 5 ,1 should buy
$25 to $ 3 0 ,1 should buy
$30 to $ 3 5 ,1 should buy
$35 to $ 4 0 ,1 should buy
$40 to $ 4 5 ,1 should buy
$45 to $ 5 0 ,1 should buy
$50 to $ 6 0 ,1 should buy
$60 to $ 7 0 ,1 should buy
$70 to $ 8 0 ,1 should buy
$80 to $ 9 0 ,1 should buy
$90 to $ 1 0 0 ,1 should buy
$ 100 to $ 120, 1 should buy

jNone

1

2

3

j$150

100
150
200
250

50
100
150
200

50
100
150
150
200
250
300

200
250
300
350
500

300
400
500

600
700 600
800 700
1000 900
1200 1100
1500 1400

.....4 “ 5 or more
50
50.
100
100

250
150
300
250
350
300
450 400 400
600 500 500
800 700 600
900 900 800
1300 1200 1100

50
50
100
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
700
1000

J 1

J
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Those of higher incomes should subscribe in like proportion. ;
Let your subscription be your answer. Be true to yourself and to the
man who fought for your Wear the button to show you are true.
Patriotically save for a Prosperous Peace. Keep the H abit Going

Buy Early
Finish the Job

A t any bank — Cash or on Instalm ents

Subscribe tothe

Victory Liberty
Loan

Liberty Loan Committee of New England

T h is Adver
tisem ent is
Dedicated
by us to

New
England**
Heroic
Soldiers
and Sailors
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THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY OAKFIELD DRUG CO; L. A. BARKER
& CO.; NELSON C. MARTIN; OAKFIELD; J. E. TARBELL & SONS
SMYRNA MILLS
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plenipotentiaries had been designated ' The figures show that the most fer- : the glare of the white lights, of pre And the ambitious pullets laid more needing an eye-opener. So it seems
"with the idea that pour parlers will tile field for the automobile and tire cisely such white lights as have made e g g s proportionately than the experi- the price of eggs must tali, if the
i.
I hetm.
1occur simultaneously with the deliv- salesman is in the rural districts and Broadway famous.
Society of Cruelty to Pullets does not

CHURCH SERVICES
First

QOQlt 8 t,

that thi> nuitur vi-hiale ha - arai t i'silly
Ami i of. Rice wnC I niak>- i:iM
til :n t i. mer -ciary p it of view,
become a necessity to the laimer. : hard working and innocent pullets the pullets and hens in a lit - up coop
... Despite the fact that since the : work harder and for profit..not for earned $71.88 more than their sisters
South as a section has shown the their own profit, but for that of men who vent to roost earlier. Sad to
greatest increase in car ownership ; who ko(*p them and who raise and say, the pullets fell in love with the
a gain of 101 per cent as compared sell eggs.
bright lights, for when the lights
with 4f> per cent in New England and
Drof. Rice unfolded his scheme at wore turned off for several nights
06 in the mid-west-- Southern State's the sectional meetings of (he New they laved fewer eggs, but when the
ratio of cars to population is lower York State Federation of Poultry As lights blazed again they hit their
than that of any other section of the sociations at the Hotel Commodore. rapid gait again. T -’“nty-fivo pullets
country.
Mississippi and Alabama Of course, those associations are com struck for lights in this way, the rec
are last in the list of states with r>o posed of men who thought they knew ords show.
and a2 respectively, Maryland and all about the husbandry and common Y Prof. Rico declared the pullets
Florida rank first in the South with law relations of poultry. Prof. Rice were more industrious and generous
18 and 20 persons to the car.
knocked them silly when he told because they had more time to eat
■» Very few people' realize' that ath them, in effect, that early to bod doe^ j and gossip about each other's plum
letics amemg industrial conci'nis has not get a regular pullet anything.
|age. They Fleteherized their food;
taken on proportions that actually - Th(' professor informed them that there was not a great lapse of time
rivals, in numbers emgage-el anel eepiip- at Cornell, which, of course, is a co between supper and breakfast; the
employed, the etl'orts ot t he1 educational institution, most accur pullets did not get up in the morning
largest American universities anel ate records w ere kept, of the laying feeling played out and hungry and
( e £es- The B. F. Gooelrich Kub- ability and willingness of 200 pullets
her Co., ;,it Akron, Ohio, one' e>f the* and hens. Of each hundred, fiftyforemost advocates of recreation and 'iglit wen' pullets. Each
hundred
social life among the large industrial wore kept in a coop which was illum
concerns of American, is cut ('ring its inated with hold, garish electric
most extensive year in athletics. lights every night until 9 o'clock.
— — ran-TUP Simas■ ■
Twenty-one
fully uniformed and Gracious knows what the pullets
WHITE'S
equipped baseball teams will take: would have done if the ( losing hour * T H E peit-time worker is a
GOLDIN
losing proposition. Keep
the field early in May. The Company had been 1 A. M.
TONIC
your horse >“ it" by using this
•'|
fc*
famous U c
the first sign of
■maintains a recreational director
Y As it was, the pullets and hens disease. A reliable treatment
who has under him coaches in basefor I xjst A [ r» ti'e, Indigestion, Yel(ball, track, tennis, soccer and other laved 135 :i 10 dozen more eggs in low Water, Swelled Leg* and Dis- x ■
U
sports; an athletic stadium with forty-eight weeks than an equal num temper. SuM l>y druggists and general i
stores; monev-back guarantee. Price ;
! equipment
for practically every ber of pullets and hens in unlighted 60 cents.
:
KIM 2 ALL BROTHERS & CO., Uc1
I sport; a 40 acre tract of land which: cloister-like coops, who went decent
;.mmdrwtj
Enosburg Folll, Vi#
includes a lake; a gymnasium locat
ly to roost wh(’n the sun went down.
ed in the heart’d' the plant; and
supervised employees who lead calisthenic classes during working hours. 1
Thirty thousand people have turned
out at one time to see an inter-lactory athletic meet in Akron.

ery of the preliminaries of peace
R a v . H e n r y C . S p e e d , pastorjThis expectation to engage in discus10.80 morning worship with serm on. ; sion from the outset is leading to a
12.00 Bible School with classes for! careful scrutiny of President Wilson’s
“fourteen
points,” as intimations
ten and women.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. >have been received that the chief <lis
7.00 gospel song service and sermon, cussion will be whether the treaty ac
cords with those points. One expert
8.00 Aftermeeting.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week engaged in this scrutiny says the
principal discussion will occur over
prayer service.
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even- the fifth point, relating o the German
lag
the close of the regular prayer colonies, and the second, which provides for “free, open and absolute
meeting.
freedom of the seas."
The fifth point provides for "free,
First Congregational
open and absolutely impartial ad
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
justment of all colonial claims.”
Morning service at 10.30.
(V
? The treaty ends Germany's conS. S. at 11.45.
trol of her former colonies, with the
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M
league of nations establishing maudSenior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- N
atories.
Whether this accords with
Evening Sevice at 7:00
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening the provision for free and open adiustment is expected to figure
justment
figui in the
a l 7.45
pour parlors. The second point, con
cerning the freedom of the seas, has
Free Baptist
not figured during the discussion of
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
the treaty and the attitude to he
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
finally adopted has not been an
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
M. nounced.

Young People’s meeting 6.00 P
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights.
All are cordially invited tc come and
hear the Rev. Mr. JenkinsTuesday night church prayer and
praise Service.

MOTOR CARS IN U. S.

(v; America has one motor vehicle for
! every seventeen persons, according
Ito figures complied by the B. F.
Goodrich Rubber Co. The average is
based on the estimated population
and the 1918 automoble and truck
Methodist Episcopal
registration.
Military S t
(s)
The most dense distribution of
Mav. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
cars
is in the middle western states,
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
Iowa
and Nebraska being in the lead
The Sunday School at noon has oreach
with
an average of one car for
gaalasd classes for men and women.
Junior League meeting and class for every seven persons. Other middle
west states having a record under
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m
BRIGHT LIGHTS ARE
6.15;one
car to every fifteen persons are:
Epworth League meeting at
S. Dakota 9, Kansas 10, North DakoPULLETS’ AMBITION
p. m-

SAVE
the Leather

Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
|ta n - Michigan 12, and Indiana, Ohio &' No one doubts that Prof. James
Prof. J . H. Llndsday, organist and jand Wisconsin each with 13 persons E. Rice of the department of poultry

choir master.
P rarer meeting at

jto a car7.30

Tuesday & Although Illinois ranks in importevenlng.
}ance as a farming state with almost
________
(any mentioned above the factor of a
Christian Science
bi& city PulIs down the state’s ratio
Sunday Service at Sincock Hall, 11 jto one ln seventeen. Small towns,
^ jl
jaccording to a recent national cen^
j
sus have greater car registrations in
! proportion to their population than
S . ARMY DRIVE
j the large cities. New York and Penn48 New England will be asked to con- sylvania, with their congested
big
city
population
and
their
lack
of
tribute $2,280,000 In the nation wide
space
for
car
driving,
have
one
car
drive for Home Service Funds for
The Salvation Army, May 19 to 26, to 23 and 24 persons respectively
according to Col. Adam Gifford, the j
Provincial Commander who today
sent out quotas to more than six '
hundred communities ln the district.
When the drive is over the familiar j
tambourine girl, making her nouse- j
ta-house collection, will be no more i
seen on the street in this cap acity,,
except at Christmas time.
In t h e 1
policy of expansion the lassies will
be needed among the poor.
j
• Hundreds of new properties will
be taken over in New England when j
the funds are forthcoming. It means !
larger Institutions to provide for the
hundreds of thousands of new friends j
that the Army must keep in c o n ta ct!
as the result of the bravery and effi
ciency of its overseas forces. There
will be hospitals where the wives ;
and children of ex-service men can j
And good care and not have to wor- j
ry about paying for it if they are '
without funds. It means larger or- j
plumages, bigger Fresh-Air Camps, t
■lore free coal and ice for the poor |
and more milk for the sickly babies.
4? With money to meet the expense
It will mean permanent meeting
places for ex-service men, bigger
lodging houses for the poor and bet- 1
ter facilities for giving sensible and I
quick help for the man who “i s ;
down, but who is never out.”
1
4) Colonel Gifford announces t h a t .
more than sixty communities are now organized, and campaign workers are
organizing in every town and city in
New England. "We are quite confl- ;
dent that the fund will be over sub
scribed for here in Boston as else
where every human we meet gives
us a royal welcome.”

husbandry, Cornell university, is a
most learned and helpful person and
an authority on the ethics, econom
ics and morals of poultry. But, it
would seem, he is no friend of the
innocent and hardworking pullets.
j
The professor wants pullets to j
lead a double life, so to speak. It is 1
certain that he plots to exend all pul- j
lets’ waking hours from sundown un
til 9 P. M. He wants the pullets to
eat late suppers and, without even a
chaperone, to expose themelves to

S h o e P o lis h e s
KeepYourShoes Neat
LIQUIDS AND PASTES FOR BLACK,
.WHITE,TAN AND OX-BLOOD
(DARK BROWN)SHOES
^

sJHC rr. CALLCYCORPORATIONS I
BUFTALO.N.Y.

intervene.
Squeaks

A whole lot o’ de talk dat goes
’round.” said Uncle Eben, “ain' no
mo' real in movin' torward dan u.
squeak in an axle.”

Y

TRADE

M ARK

The C ity o f

GOODRICH
A k ro n .

Ohio

Come on Good
People W e are
not quite
through with
Our part of
this W ar Job
You told Uncle Sam to
bestir himself---to spare
no expense in order to
beat Germany to the
ground in the quickest
possible time.
American materials on
top of American valor,
ingenuity, and resource
fulness did the job and
did it well.
So l e t ’s wind up our
War Account— our own
debt of honor, and thank
our lucky stars that we
are through, and with
Victory and Prosperity
for our reward.

BUY YOUR VICTORY
BOND TODAY

A iild
Su re
a u d

GQODBICH
TIRES

ih e y

rt

PEACE 60 DAYS AFTER
THE TREATY IS SIGNED
b> A clause has been drafted for in
sertion in the peace treaty fixing the
date for the transition to a state of
peace 60 days after the signing of the
treaty. If the treaty is signed about
May 15, peace thus will become effec
tive throughout the world on July 15.
41 The purpose of this provision is to
prevent confusion among the more
thaa 20 belligerent nations, which
might fix different dates in their va
rious ratifications. According to the
present plans each nation will ratify
the treaty according to its own laws,
Nit all will unite in a common date
which will become a universal day of

peace.
48 This follows the precedent estab
lished at the conclusions of previous
wars, hut it is Increasingly neccesary
la the present case

owing

to

the

large number of nations signing the
treaty.
49 It is being considered whether the
United States, as an associated pow
er but not an ally, should sign a sep
arate treaty of peage with Germany.
It would be the same treaty as that
signed by the allies and would be
signed at the same time as part of
the same ceremony, but the effect of
the separate treaty would be to pre
serve the position of the United Sta
tes as an associated, instead of an al
lied power and would be a direct en
gagem ent

C h e s te r fie ld
of IMPORTED andDOMESTIC
tobaccos — Blended

The e x tra w rap p er o f glassine

between the United S t a 

les and Germany instead of between
the United States and a large num

ber of allied powers,
4D Count
von Brockdorff-Ratzau. in
his last reply, stated that the German

p ap er keep s ’em
Cat.\

Fresh

BEST IN THE
LONG RUN’’
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! order. Every bunk made up in the ; months in Siberia and Manchuria.
C L A SSIF IE D ADS
C L A S SIF IE D ADS
C L A S S IF IE D ADS
morning, and shoes shined, and we ; during which time he crossed both
From Pvt. Jack D. Cham peon
are drilled or “dubbed.” We have a )i countries to the Ural mountains and House for Sale: Inquire of Dr. P. M. Second Girl Wanted at the Aroostook Osgood's Hand Made Rings Sell Be*
cause they EXCEL.
Hospital.
15tf
Motor Truck Co. 511
Y. M. C. A., a gymnasim, a number oi back.
Ward, office Dunn Furniture Co.
!<
v
f
“From
the
old
Russia
in
Europe
a
Motor Supply Train 423
Block.
bath houses, shows and moving pic
Fountain Pens at Osgood's. We Repair Starkey’s Meat Slicer just puts the
finishing touch on smoked beef,
Fens too.
Brest, France, A- E. F.
tures. This is a swell camp and the new Russia is rising in Asia,” said
bacon etc.
Mr. Holman, “organized on some of Pleasant front room, at 44 Court St.
Brest, France, Mar. 16, 1919 boys appreciate it very much.
to let; also, good barn for storage. W hite Chester Pigs For Sale. Apply
Dear Mother: I’m well and all right, but give me the better elements of the Russian
Potato Ground To Rent.
Inquire of
to A. E. Astle. Moulton, Me.
Tel.
126-12
118 p
iivilization,
fostered
by
a
government
You asked me to write you what I the good old U. S. A.
Frank Ketchum, North Road. 216p
Have Your Old Style Rings Made over
which, while provisional, is liberal
had done since I left the states, and
Love to all, your son. Jack.
Miss
Barrett— Scalp
Treatm ent,
to suit your own ideas by Osgood. Do Not Buy Your Coal For Next Win
and sane, and containing potential
what kind of a place It is over here,
Shampooing and Manicuring. Bowter before calling on C. H. McCluselements of strength which may lat
Girl Wanted For General Housework.
and how I am living. I’m well and
key for prices. Tel. 63.
doin St., tel. 121-1.
NEW WHOLESALE
Mrs Leonard A. Pierce. Main St.
er result in a new govcvm cnt knock
doing fine dear. I saw Sam Wilson
lOtf Why Wait For Days to Spectacle Len
CANDY
FIRM
in
gat
the
door
of
nations
for
admis
Wanted:
Capable
Girl
or
Woman
for
«id a Grant boy over here and I sure
ses replaced. Osgood can furnish
w o r k in f a m i l y o f t h r e e .
M u st Ik * Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
The well known firm of F. A. Cates sion as an autonomous state.
was glad to see them.
any Lense needed within Two hours.
good cook.
T e l e p h o n e Ik.
1 St f
old Merritt mills. Telephone 470
& Co. will make a change in their ■A “Freed from contact with the old
Please send me the TIMES.
W. E. Carr, Prop.
Maple Spring W ater is Being Used fay
Arthur Is probably on his way business as soon as arrangements order of the Czar .it is removed also Wanted: a Light
Driving
Wagon.
many people at this season of the
can
be
made,
by
closing
out
their
from
the
disorganization
and
chaos
home. Am glad Chauncey got his J
General
year. Leave your orders a t the
Must be in first class condition. J. Capable Girl Wanted
housework. Inquire
W. B.
TIMES pffice.
1,. Wilson, 2k Highland Ave. Phone
discharge. I left Camp Upton on the j Crockery business and adding a that prevails in European Russia.
Gibson, Court St.
llSp
214-2.
LIS
There are many promises that Siber
16th of Sept. 1918, arrived in Glascow, j wholesale candy business.
Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
Scotland, traveled through England j Mr. Lester F. Ellis, one of the ia will be the new Russia of the fut
Telephone C. H. McCluskey, call 63
as well as Carbon Paper made fay
Automoble
For
Sale— Pullman, 5
and get information regarding coal
and some counties in France. Was popular travelling men of Moulton ure.
Webster—There's none better. Call
passenger touring ear, in first-class
for next winter.
or send to TIMES Office.
stationed a t St. Nazarie for two will be associated with this Company a “The Ural mountains are a natural
shape. Special low price for quick
weeks, then came to Brest, the next and look after the selling end of this dividing line between Siberia and
sale. L. L. McLeod, f> Hey wood St. For Sale Cheap— A second hand open For Sale—Three pair heavy horses,
or Alain St .store.
218
riding wagon, in good condition.
more will be home I hope. Don’t I business, while Mr. Cates will have , Russia. In the crisis of the last eight
just out of the woods and In good
Inquire I,. (). Ludwig.
17tf
shape, also 1 pair mules, and a good
know when that will be but we can’t [charge of the coal and wood business, ' months they have been the barrier
driving horse. Apply C. W. Starboth
lines
to
be
carried
on
at
the
old
between bolshevism on the west ami
stay here forever.
key.
A W arn in g -to feel tired before ex Position Wanted by a Woman of E x 
perience,
in
store
or
office
work
Ad
stand.
liberal
but
sane
government
in
the
ertion is not laziness it's a sign that
The city of Brest is fortified all
_ /yl___
dress A. TIMES Office.
Men Wanted, from 15— 65, in good
east.
If bolshevism continues its the system lacks vitality, and needs
through, has a large military prison
health, to make application for Life
the
tonic
effect
of
Hood’s
Sarsapa.
hold
on
the
Russian
people
in
the
Girl
Wanted
in
a
Small
Family
For
«u*4 a number of stone Barracks cal SAYS SIBERIA IS
Insurance, in the New England Mut
rilla.
Sufferers
should
not
delay.
Get
General Housework. Good wages.
west, the present Siberian attempt at
led the Napolian Barracks, the popu
ual Life Insurance Co. N. C. EstaTHE NEW RUSSIA self-government will gather added rid of that tired feeling by beginning
Apply by phone to No. 375W. 217
brook, Dist. Manager, Room 4, Fristo take Hood’s Sarsaparilla today.
lation is about ninety thousand or <£ Charles W. Holman, who has just
bie Block.
415
strength
as
time
passes,
and
Siberia
Public Auto: Beginning May 1st.
more. That Is just French civilians returned from Siberia, where he
Rates
as
follow's:
Square
to
either
:
will
ask
and
probably
receive
official
besides about sixty-five thousand served during the war as represen
On Hand at Bryson’s Mill: Drop Sid
Depot, 15c; within limits of town,
N O T IC E !
ing Hardwood flooring, moldings,
Americans. Has a very fine Port. tative of the United States food ad recognition as an independent state.
15c. H. J. Blair.
218
Beginning May 6th, l shall buy
spruce sheathing and flooring, win
New E ntity May Result
There is not one wooden constructed ministration, asserted that the Omsk
Sweet Cream for H. P. Hood & Co.,
dow
finish, cant-dog stocks and
and fostered under Boston, delivered at my market, 9 For All Kinds of House Painting or
building in the city, only what the government of which Admiral Kol © “Nurtured
whiffel trees, neckyokes, all finish
Papering, call or telephone J. W.
Americans have put up for their own chak has been accepted as tempor proper influences it is reasonable to Union Sq. For prices and particulars
ed in native wood. Prices right. 14tf
Conlogue, Pleasant St. Tel. 144-3.
call
and
see
me,
or
'phone
367M.
look
forward
to
the
formation
of
a
use. The American’s have practical
tf Farm For Sale, 50 acres in Littleton,
ary dictator has made remarkable
Cary Taylor, Cash and Carry Market.
ly the key to the city and are doing headway in restoring law and order new entity in Siberia. There are ap- j
about 15 acres cleared, balance in
217 p Lost On Friday Between Exchange
lumber. Near to school, stores and
some wonderful work over here. and predicted that it would develop proximately 15,000,000 people in S i-!
Block and Post Office, a bunch of
beria. Of these, 2 ,00,000 belong to the j
R.R. siding, on road to Presque Isle.
There are a number of jewelry stores
keys. Reward for return to TIMES
into the new Russia of the future.
House alone worth twice what Is
here and other kinds and all doing a © In an address in Washington be original tribes. There is plenty of
Office.
216p
asked for the whole farm. Address
land
for,
although
it
is
nationalized,
j
L
IF
E
.
is
uncertian,
better
take
a
htg business while the Americans are fore the Civic Forum of the war
“B.” Times Office.
13tf
Policy with the good old reli Subscriptions for any Magazine o r --------but then it has always been national- j
over here. Their chief business is in
camp services at a meeting held at ized in Siberia, and the peasant i s , able Equitable Life Assurance Society
Newspaper may be left at the i Barred
Plymouth Rock eggs for
mines. They have two wheeled carts,
THEO. J. FOX, Agent
TIMES Office, where the lowest
hatching, $1.00 p er setting. Cockthe clubhouse, Mr. Holman dealt with j contented with the use and occupancy I
ose seldom sees four wheeled carts present conditions and the immed
price
can
be
obtained.
I
rel took Blue Ribbon at Poultry
here except on the beer wagons, they iate future of Siberia, from an inter rather than ownership.
Shows in Bangor and Portland. Ad
A Capable Girl Wanted to do House
dress Maxine Brown, Ludlow, Me.
^ )i the street cars “team ways.”
nal and International standpoint,
work in private family or on a
37*
The majority of the people old and based on his own first hand obser
farm or both.
Apply to Summit
For Sale: The William Mcltrqy Res
Lumber Co., Davidson, Me.
young, wear wooden shoes. It looks vation of conditions, and what he
idence on Kelleran street, fifteen
to me as if the women over here do said indicated that the elements in
room house and stable. All mod
Storage
Room,
dry
and
safe
place
for
meet of the work. They have a great Russia, who have been loyal to the
ern improvements.
Suitable for
furniture can be obtained by apply
many churches and the people are cause of the
ing to Frank L. Rhoda. Tel. 206-4, j two families or a private Hospital^
allies a n d w h o
great on promenading, especially have been endeavoring to substitute
or D. C. Libby. Tel. 462-5.
! ten rooms rented to first class,room
ers. Apply to Guy Porter, Main
Sundays. Carnivals run on Sunday's law and order for the chaos and an
St.
tf
Girl
Wanted—to
do
Camp
work
a
t
;
and holidays only. I’ve been in the archy of Bolshevism, have set up in
Square Lake Camps, good wages i
Motor Truck Co. for over six months, Siberia,’ with headquarters •at Omsk,
for capable girl. For particulars j Farm For Sale— 160 Acre Farm, cuts
have been driving a truck at this base a government having elements of po
apply to Mrs. J. P. Yerxa, Ludlow, i 50 tons hay, pasture for 30 head of
cattle, smooth fields, free from
Me.
216 ! rocks, 1 1-2 mites from village, and
to r six months and have got some tential strength which was worthy of
•end experience hi that time. Before the support’ of the allies.
R. R. station. Telephone and R. F.
A nineteen seventeen 2.35 model, 7 passenger tour
Old Carpet Made Into Rugs. 1 will
D„ 10 room 1 l-2 ptory house, bam
the armistice was signed we were to
take orders for the New England
Crosses Sibera Twice
40x84 feet, spring water in build
ing
car—
This
car
is
practically
brand
new—
run
less
than
go to the front to carry ammunition,
; Rug Co. until July 1st, 1919. Phone
Mit- .HojWjtfih - has .returned to the
ings. This farm’ Is located en
or
write,
Roy
E.
Pond,
23
Elm
St.
OuppUes and material, but the armis
main road, buildings all in good re 
1800 miles— LOOKS like NEW and is NEW. $40.00 worth
stay of 11
Houlton, Me. Phone 363W.
416p
tice was signed a few days before we
pair and alt connected. This is an
hi
elegant farm borne, the owner
of work was all the Packard shops could find to put on the
pot started so we did not get to the
Teachers of high, grade, or mixed
wishes to .retire from farming and
front. Then there was a race up be
schools, desiring to make a change
REAL ESTATE WANTED
if sale can be made at once, will
car this winter. A rare trade— can be bought for $2,000
of position should write at once to
tween the mine Base Ports which the
take $4000; including all farm ma
We
have
cash
customers
who
are
The H. W. Mann Teachers’ Agency,
Am. Army has here, the one base that
chinery $2000; part down, bal. on
less than the latest model can sell for, and is next to the
anxious to*buy at once the following:
53 Court Street, Auburn, Maine. No
easy terms.
This is a rare haiv
got the most tonnage unloaded from
charge
whatever
unless
position
is
!
gain. For sale bx L. A. Brooks,
Small Farm Near Houlton All
latest model.
the ships and transported to their A equipped.
secured
418
Real Estate Agent, South Paris,
Price from four to six
______________________________ i
destination with the least expense
Maine.
415
thousand dollars.
For Sale: Second hand phaeton,
daring the eight weeks won the race A Small Bpngalow With Sleeping
P r iv a te o w n e r w is h e s to s e ll
double carriage, light riding wagon, Auto List For 1919. A list of State ef
room and bath on the first floor.
and also got a large flag. This base
two-wheel mud cart, one light
Main<e Automobile Registrations
Price
from
two
to
three
thousand
won the race, after that we were sta
buck-board, one business man’s ! giving name of owner, license num
dollars.
large desk, and several stoves. In
tioned here permanently, our work is
ber, style of car, and manufactur
Tell us about any Real Estate that j
quire of Mrs. Bessie Nevers, Court
S a le h a n d le d t h r o u g h
e r’s number, also trucks and motor
to haul supplies from the docks to you wish to dispose of quickly.
j
St.
IStf l cycles, will be published during the
the camps around here, also to the
coming year. This list will be is
JACKINS & JACKINS
embarkation camp which is the larg
For Sale: 1 Double row Planter Jr.
sued monthly at a subscription
Horse cultivator; 1 Columbia Seed
est camp in the world. So as long as i
19 MAIN ST.
!
price of $5.00 for the twelve num
Planter, plants two or three rows
bers or 50 cents a single copy. Authere are troops coming to embark
Office open evenings until eight
at once—single horse, sow any kind
tomoblists, dealers, and garage
304M
Phone
o’clock.
from here we will have to do the
seed; 1 double horse broadcaster;
6 7 S o u t h S t ., P O R T L A N D , M A I N E
men will undoubtedly appreciate
work. We transport all supplies, n ia -)
One 8 foot Drag leveler; 1 Acme
this service and avail themselves ef
Harrow and leveler; 1 Disk Har
terial, clothing and everything that j
W r ite fo r I n f o r m a tio n
the opportunity to secure copies.
CAUTION NOTICE
row and leveler; 1 One-horse
No list was available in 1918. The
comes from the U. S. A. here for oth- i Whereas my wife, Ruby L. Lee, hav
Sprayer; 1 horse weeder; 1 Spring
edition, we understand, will be
er bases and camps. In our Coni- j ing left my bed and board, I hereby
Tooth Harrow; 1 Horse Hoe; 1
limited and sent only to subscrib
pany we have four head trucks, we |forbid any person trusting her on my
Horse spade. Inquire of Wm. A.
ers.
Orders may be left at the
account,
as
I
shall
pay
no
bills
of
her
Purinton, B. & A. Freight Office.
are operating about 30 trucks. Each i
TIMES Office.
contracting after this date.
Co. in this train operates about 3Q, j
J. HARRY LEE.
so there are about 500 trucks operat
Houlton, Me. April 14th, 1919. 316p
ing out of this train, and about one i
thousand trucks operating in th is 1
CAUTION
Base, and believe me, we are doing
Will
the
party
who took the trouble
some work.
i
to remove the steel scraper from its
The service of supply don’t have iti wiqter quarters under the ball stand
ON
’ won at the Houlton Agricultural Society’s
easy now I can tell you. It is
park,
kindly
return
it,
as
it
is
needed
derful what they are doing over here.
now for use on the park, and it may
We haul the stone to fix the roads. save further trouble
The engineers are putting in some
good roads here, they do wonderful
work. It takes the American sol
diers to do the work and they are
doing it. If it hadn’t been for the S.
O. S. what would the boys at the
sfront have done, they kept them in
G e t ftie l a t e s t p r i c e s o n
food and ammunition. We lived in
Coal.
P r ic e s a d v a n c e
tents for two months but are in B ar
racks now and they are good, clean,
comfortable and warm. Our eats are
very good and plenty of it, so don’t
n a tio n decrees t h a t on th is noble
f e s t i v a l w e s h o u M exp res 3 o u r s e n t i m e n t s
worry, ma dear.
w i t h (l ow er s. Send M o t h e r —
y
We have now a very nice camp, it
ROSES—There are many inexpensive
Is called Ft. Federes, the best and
varieties to choose from. For those who
cleanest camp in Brest, clean inside
wish to spend a little more we suggest
the queen of all flowers—■
and out. We have inspection every S. C. R. I. Reds. Bred to lay* took
day, everything Is kept in military
A m e r i c a n B e a u t i e s — with long stems.
T h is s p a c e c o n t r i b u t e d to th e
1st prize at Houlton Fair

LETTER FROM OVER THERE

PACKARD AUTOMOBILE
FOR SALE!

Packard Motor Car Company

99

Save

Save

Save

FUEL

Don’t
t
Forget Your
Best Friend on

r’s Day

j <

May 1st

Eggs for H atching

SPRING FLO W E R S in Baskets o r Growing Plants a re ideal for brightening
mother’s favorite room.
W hite Flow ers for your own personal use.

$1.50 for 13
Order in advance

Everyone
liked Miss Elizabeth
Shaw in Are You An Elk? “The Doc
B A R N E S
B R
tor’s Private Secretary” and the
Game of Love. You will love her as
31 Park Street
the charming “Prima Donna” in “My
Tel. 124-2
Churn’s Sweetheart.”

NOW

“ FIX -U P ”

YO U R

CAR

P la c e Y ou r O rd er
N ow fo r
S u n day , M ay 1 2 th

IStf

My Greenhouses are full of choice blooms, all reasonably priced. When
these are gone 1 will have to ask more for imported flowers. SO ORDER
EARLY AND SAVE

TRAD K'C + L d f l f a M A ft K

M cG A R Y B R O S . - G R O C E R S
Union Square, Houlton, M aine

JAMES F. JACKINS
19 M a in S t r e e t

T e le p h o n e 304-M

O ffice o p e n e v e n in g s u n til e i g h t o ’c l o c k

417

ARK

)

(^param ount

2 Union Street
BREWER, MAINE

We have recently installed a smoke house in connection with our
Market for Smoking and Curing Hams and Bacon—and are prepared
to give prompt service tor custom work.
Prices reasonable
•■gmMMHHMWBmMm^pmHleMmmneAMiWMeMMaanHmaaniHnnmpaiMnHeMnmn ♦

By

CH AD W ICK— Florist

JJjJ.

Home Cured Meats

*

p o s e of r e d u c i n g fu e l e x p e n s e s

O S .

W e’ll help bring your car up to date at surprisingly moderate cost—
make a new top, supply new top bows, repair curtains, put in new'
celluloid, make over the cushions, upholstry, etc. We use best of
m aterials; our work is done right, and It lasts. Write your needs—
TODAY.
TBNT8 are an important specialty with us—made any size and shape
you say.

R. J . SMITH

c i t i z e n s of H o u lto n t o r th e p u r 
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W e ’ve Booked
Them!

tie

forthcoming

covering the entire

productions

output

of

the

Paramount and A rt C raft Companies

-S E E THEM AT THE DREAM—

"* V

~nan:

«ai«win»w- ■-

HOULTON

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1919

paob sevbn

Don't fail to see Miss Constance
M00ERS-M00DY
GEORGE WHENMAN
Chandler and Elinor Wilkins, also
Houlton friends will be interested Mr. Phil Dempsey, in My Chum’s
The death of George Whenman
Sweetheart.”
which occurred Tuesday last, at the
j Judge Charles Carroll was the host in a wedding which occurred in Pres
que Isle on Apr. 18th, when Miss Bes
J. W. Thompson, Master of the Madigan Hospital, brings to a close
! to a very pretty dancing party on
sie B. Mooeis of this town and Irving State Grange, and John C. Ketchum,
Tuesday evening last, when a fare
a busy life well spent, 50 years of
A. Moody of Waterville were mar Lecturer of the National Grange vis
well party was given in honor of his .
B. 8. Green was In Portland last \ Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Powers went to
ried.
ited Houlton Grange Friday, April which he spent in Houlton.
1 daughter and Percy E. McGary,
week several days on business.
! Boston on Monday night’s train.
For some months Mr. Whenman
Mrs.
Moody
is
a
popular
trained
25, and gave very interesting addreswhose marriage occurred on Thurs-i
T. B. Bradford of Golden Ridge,; S. Friedman left last week for Bosnurse who for some time has been es at the afternoon session.
They
had
been in poor health following a
day.
i
was in town Thursday on Court busi- j ton to join his wife who is visiting
connected with the Presque Isle hos were guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. run of peneumonia, but only within
The
guests were received by
ness.
ithere.
pital. OIIl'
She Jlcl-a
has IlUn
hosts
of friends
in Crawford while in town.
, _
.. « t .
^ , i|
YTfoc liilcli.
lr> Ul
UltMlUn
a few weeks had his oondjtion cans.
.
iJudge Carroll, Miss Carroll, and Miss
The Street Sprinkler made its first! Mrs. John N. Adams
ams is spending
, „ „ ,, P
this town and vicinity.
.fh rrinmu in Elizabeth McGary and P. E. McGaiy, ,
*.
.
ed his friends any alarm.
appearance on- Thursday, April 2 4 ,1this week visiting \\ith menus in
,
Mr. Moody
after which a very attractive dance
oiJ is in business in \V»ater1919.
' Old Town and Bangor
AT THE DREAM
Mr. Whenman was born in England
der was carried out with music by ville, Me., where they will reside at
Miss
Elizabeth
McAllister of
The Ice left Nickerson Lake on Fri9 West St.
Marguerite
Clark
Scores
Triumph
In
in
1849, and came to Houlton when a
Bryson’s full orchestra.
Orient, v a s i n town last week cal- day afternoon and many large catch“Uncle
Tom’s
Cabin”
young
man, following the trade of a
At intermission refreshments were
ting on friends.
es of fish have been made.
served and in the early morning, AN APPEAL THAT WILL
Marguerite Clark’s latest starring Hlivcksmith, which occupation he perHoward F. Lunt was in Boston last , E. G. Bryson is having installed at
good byes were said, and expression
BE ANSWERED : vehicle, "Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” which suet*imtii 1914 when he retired to
week and witnessed the parade of;h is mill, a dry house, in connection
of a most delightful occassion were
Of all the civilian organizations. will be shown at the Dream Theatre enjoy a well-earned rest.
the Yankee Division.
with his finish department.
heard from each one present.
^ s
*n 1912 and his only
G. Beecher Churchill spent Sunday
Mrs. Dyer of Portland, is in town,
religious and others, thif limiprtnnk 1 next Wednesday is said to be beau■tiful and impressive.
It is filled
died in 1918.
with his family a t Fort Fairfield, re- |the guest of her son, H. H. Dyer, who
during the war to decrease the hardthroughout with rapid-fire dramatic
^ r' ^benm an was a good citizen,
turning here Monday.
j has been ill with pneumonia.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
.
T
,
7
~
7
V
t"i ships and promote the welfare of our action ami ,mile,iai ho-irt nnnpai \iicopossessing
those traits that go
to
8 e rg t Gee. Michaud, Co. L 103rd
Mrs. W. R. Roix of Presque Isle, April Term, 1919, to be held at Houllacuon ana UIlllsuai n<-ait appeal, auss
.
6
(soldiers,
says
the
New
York
Times,
Clark
plays
the
parts
of
Eva
and
■
malce
Ia&tin£
friendship.
Inf., left Thursday for Boston to p a r -; spent the week end in Houlton with
ton, April 15, 1919.
! not onebetter stood the tests of the ITopsy, and her support is of a high
He-was a member
Rockabema
tlclpate to the parade.
j her husband, County Atty. Roix.
Hon. Leslie C. Cornish, Chief Justice
terrible years than did the Salvation |artistie standard.
hnnfphp!
^
Rev. F. Clark Hartley of Truro, N. j Hazen Nevers, who is now teachPresiding.
|“Quicksand” With Dorothy Dalton Is branches, also of Houlton Lodge B.
8 ., was In town last week to officiate !ing jn Norway, Me., has accepted a Michael M. Clark, Clerk,
j Army.
Several with financial resourP. O. E. and as a lodge member he
a t the Carroll—McGary wedding.
position in the First National Bank. |Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
|ces enormously greater, and with
Big Drama of City
lived according to the teachings and
MlM Louise Vose of New York is
Mrs. Jessie Wat.erall who has been , Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Chaplain,
John Lynch has written an ex- principles of these orders.
j closer relations to the
Government
a t home with t o r parents, Mr. and in Philadelphia ‘Tor the past month, Fred L. Wilson, Reporter,
!
ceedingly
interesting story for Doroin compliance with his wishes he
^ j and the army, were able, of course, to
Ml*. F. N. V o a e f o r a abort visit.
has returned to Houlton for the sum-1 William R. Roix, County Attorney,
thy Dalton’s new Thomas H. Ince- was buried from the Elk’s home FriMrs. Sam Bnbar has purchased the mer.
accomplish a larger amount of relief ;Paramount picture, in “Quicksands” day afternoon, Rev. Thos. Whiteside
j Charles E. Dunn, Sheriff.
Prank Fowler faffo to New Limerick
work in its various phases, but none ; which will be presented at the officiating.
Harry W. Lunt of Rochester, N. Y. i James D. Ross, Deputy Sheriff.
a id m oved th ere With her family.
who is visiting friends in. Caribou, jJohn H. Cosseboom, Deputy Sheriff,
was able to win for its reprosenta-; Dream theatre next Thursday. R. Ce
He is survived by a sister, several
Friends «£ 4 ? fc- Cferk are glad to spent Tuesday in Houlton with |John Q. Adams, Deputy Sheriff,
tives in the foreign field or in th e jciI Smith prepared the scenario and nieces an(j nep jj^g
nee
atriefto resume his duties friends.
[Otis E. Davis, Deputy Sheriff.
camps at home more of respect or of iVictor
Schertzinger directed the
again after a k m severe illness
affection from officers and privates j fibn. In this picture Miss Dalton reWarren Skillen was a passenger on ! Herbert Hall, Deputy Sheriff.
W . & ItgUKir «a 4 Wife> were
alike
j turns to the emotional in a drama of
wore in ,
\innrfflv pvpnine- train for Port- 1 Horace G. Tuck, Deputy Sheriff.
FORGET ABOUT THE
.
! « « » « . W. Estes. Deputy Sheriff
Indeed, the war record of the S a l - 1^-be city, showing the trials of a
William H. Bates, Deputy Sheriff
vation Army is about as nearly per- j y ° u n S wife whose husband is falsely
T. H.
for-1 bother
feet as that of an organization com -1 accused of forging a check on his LOW PRICE OF POTATOES
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Collins of John Barnes, Messenger.
mentb«?*<of Op .'VL were in Bos
posed of mere human beings ever j brm an(l *s sent to prison for five
ton feat week' to? see the big parade. Caribou, were in town Sunday and
A. W. Smith vs. Amos W. Morse, was, or is likely ever to be. It is no j years.
SPEND 6 CENTS
Fired DdfZCtyr Ufid family have re Monday and attended the opening of
j
Brown,
Shaw
&
Thornton,
VerJ
wonder,
therefore,
that
besides
the
Miss
The story is said to afford
tim ed hpme,*fto r / g two months vis the Temple Theatre
[unanimous praises, of the men in un-[Dalton abundant opportunities for j FOR A B, F. A* CIGAR
Mrs. J. C. Moir who recently sub diet for Defendant.
i t to Boeton and'other cities in MasElisha E. Parkhurst vs. Stillman iform this body of brave and devoted splendid emotional acting, while the ; .
m u w I iv m /*
mitted to an operation at Mars Hill,
unehaaettd.^*
Henderson,
J.
Orin
Smith,
Shaw
&
;
workers
is
getting
cordial
commenhappy
ending
will
send
the
spectaj AND ENJOY LIVING
8 u p t J . I t barling. H. C. Calhoun has so far recovered to be able to re
Thornton. Verdict for Plaintiff, $757- dation of ecclesiastics of all denom-|tors away in a comfortable frame of j
wad Frank Helms were in Bangor turn to her home Mnday.
93.
|inations and of laymen of all degrees j mind A good cast supports the star, j ALL THE DEALERS
FM daj to atteity a conference of B.
Mrs. W. E. Alexander of W aterJohn Watson Company vs. John M. of eminence. Cardinal Gibbons es- with Ed Coxen as leading man.
41 A. officials.
,
ville, who has been visiting Mr. and,
, „
,
.. ,
SELL THEM
Mrs. JoeepgC um m lnga
and two Mrs. Havelock Grant for the p a s t; Huntor’ Archibalds, Hersey & Barn- pecially well expressed the pecu liar,«
ies- Verd‘<* f° r P o n tiff, 5487.80.
merit of the Salvation Army when he y
o l Foctland. are visiting her two weeks has returned home.
ggfgnti MIC- and ' M rs; Nelson CumChristian Science
services held I Me^ r Blumberg vs. Pauline Kl ei n. ,
to Ex-Governor Whitman, the
Christian bcience
services nem j
Tospnh Klein Shaw 1 hea<*
of ita National Committee for
'nffiihii, B angtr St.
each Sunday a t 11A. M- Sincock |^ ms KleIn ana Joseph Klein, bhaw
„
.
F.
th t .,th«
Home Service Fund, that
the j
FMA Friable of Portland is in town Hall, May 4th, subject: Fverlastin* * Thornton, Dana, L. Theriault. VerThe complete Electric light and
Power PUunt
diet for Plaintiff, $800.00.
!man in need of helP is the object of |
4 4 * aKbrt btatoass trip and is the Punishment.” All are welcome.
j their effort, with never a question of
gaaat of
Mrs. Letetia
Oscar Crane vs. T. H. Henderson.
Simple in construction, durable, de
The Putnam Hardware Co. had an
! his creed or color.”
pendable and efficient in operation.
International Tractor on the track at Doherty & Tompkins, Shaw & Thorn
For the raising of that Home Serv
100,940 s a tis fie d users
Fvad fe C h a *d le rh n a b « e n engaged
the trotting park several days last ton. Verdict for Plaintiff lc.
ice
Fund
to
$13,000,000
the
Salvation
Fr
^
p m r * . of the BanHoward Lavine, vs. Henrietta Con- ;Army and ,ts (riends will c0„duct a
week putting the track in condition.
8t
salasniah and adA reliable fraternal, beneficial
All those who have been using don, Alfred B. Goodell, Marla A : spec|a, (,^mv3biKa^ ne that doubtless
non-Sectarian,
Non-PoliUckl
Society, admitting both men
The offidseeccupled by Supt. Dar- Maple Spring W ater are requested Goodell. Harry M. Briggs, Shaw & :wn, be of characterlstic vigor and
! one that certainly deserves to be
and women on equal terms sad
tine M d t t o tf e s p ittto r$ force a t the to return any empty bottles AT ONCE Thornton. Verdict for Deft.
Benjamin Collins, vs. Joseph W. : successful. New York is expected to
& A A . itg ttr o s r e b e in g painted and to J. G. Donovan, Mara Hill, by ex
adequate rates. Record, cov
Seaton. Parker P. Burleigh, A. S. provide $1,500,000 as its contribution
press.
ering thirty-two years to fee
P R A N K R. B LA K E ,
The
evening
service
at
the
First
I
Crawford,
Archibalds. Verdict for Plff.
this amount. It ought to give that
six New England States shows
Thomas Moooban *rbo has been ill
17 Franklin St., Bangor.
|much—or more—and w’ill. To do so
Sweden St., Caribou.
every valid claim paid proartt a r several vWjeks Is n o * able to be Baptist Church last Sunday was con- I$2 ,000 .
Segee
Dickinson
vs.
John
K.
Pooler,
is
to
make
an
investment
as
good,
ly.
ducted
by
the
faculty
and
students
e a t on tbe tbtrpetagain and expects
and
[w.
S.
Lewin,
W.
H
.
Waterhouse.
Verin
its
different
way,
as
is
the
purfrom
Ricker
Classical
Institute
to bo able to reaume bis work again.
j diet for Deft.
chase of Victory notes.
Vbo HonMon track was to condition |was most interesting,

OF L O C A L I NT E R E S T

IDELIGHTFUL FARE!
WELL PARTY

DELCO-UGHT New England
Order of
Protection

'mm< y..

wa Wednesday j Met t o that both Nev-1 The many friends of H. H. Dyer
« * and Dob^rt^ w’eire to give their j will be glad to know that he has been
Besses tbe fliwi work out of the sea- j moved froin the Madigan Hospital to
aoa.
i his home, where he is convalescing
Mrs. Ja m a l Dougherty and yourg 'from a run of pneumonia,
aoa. Ralph, Itft Thursday for Annapo-1 ^ p Ellis started Monday for BosUs, Md. where they will spend two j j o n
New York on a business trip
weeks, the guests o'f Mrs. Geneva j connected with the new confectionary
'
depar t ment of which he is the manaX. L . Cleveland and son, L eig h ,; ger for the F A Cates Co.
>“ * v * ,kA “ , * tte” d : Rally Day, R. N. of A., will be held
th e parade,1 Mr. Cleveland going to
at Woodmen Hall, May 9, 7.30, P. M.
Now York on a business trip from
Refreshments will be served. All
Boston.
Royal Neighbors and their families
W. H. Trefrey has purchased the are cordially invited to attend.
Hack business of Alvah Atherton and
Pat Doherty the popular horseman
will start Biffe business on Thursday
who recently came here from Sidney,
wf this week, with a new public au
C. B., has purchased the F. R. Smith
tomobile.
property so called, from its owner,
J. W. Gallagher of Woodstock, N. j 0 jin j^iles and will take possession,
B., the live-wire in the light harness May lst
racing'gam e, was in town last Wed
Regular meeting N. E. O. P. on
nesday and expects to bring his
Friday evening, May 2nd at 7.30,
string of horses here this week for
Perks Hall. Initiation and refresh
training.
ments after the work. All members
The B. & A. passenger coach No. reqUesteci to be present. Report of
»7 which was so badly damaged In d e l e g a t e 8 to the Grand Lodge.
the Caribou wreck, last winter, has
Eddie Kingdom who has been em
been put back on the run, thoroughly
ployed in the Boutilier stables at
repaired and resplendent in a new
Moncton, Halifax, during the past
co at of paint.
two years was in town Wednesday
W.^ F. Fleming
^ who has been at his and expects to go to Bangor with Ira
old home In Bangor during the past Carpenter.s strjng of horses to assist
two months recuperating from a sick Mr. Ireland who has charge of the
spell, returned to Houlton
Friday
horses.
much Improved in health and has re
Mrs. Mary Stuart, Town Chairman
sumed his work at the Bowldrome.
of the Women’s Liberty Loan Com
Brig. General W. C. Miller of Au
mittee, reports that on Saturday
gusta, Commander of the Maine P at
night, at the close of the first week
riarchs Militant was a visitor in town
. a _
,
, , .
of he Fifth Loan Drive, her committee
the regu. . secured , 29
oft subscribers
.
... a„ to.last Thursday
.
' and
_ attended
. .
** had
with
ter meeting of Roekabema Lodge In U 1 amount subscribed 0( $4300. At
the interest of the order which he
the close of the first week of the
represents.
first week of the Fourth Loan the
Mra. Bert Kerr, Miss Mary Kerr women’s Committee had 29 subscriand Miss Katherine Sincock will go bers with a subscription of $4000.
to St. John, Thursday, to attend a This committee is taking subscripconcert to be given for the benefit of tions only from women and children,
the Soldiers Fund, and in which the an(j very little of the territory has
celebrated sfoloist, Miss Anna Case, been covered,
will participate.
Sgts. Ralph and Morris Dunphy
and Pvt. John Poltrick of this town,
numbers of the Yankee
Division,
R ed uce t h e h i g h
went to Boston Wednesday night to
co st of liv in g
b y
participate to the big parade with
others from this section.
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Aroostook County is to get some
excellent advertising in connection
with the transatlantic airplane flight.
'The V. S. Aroostook, named for the ,
Maine county, is to be the mother
ehlp of the U. S. fliers and will carry
the fuel which they are to use.
Jos. W. Parks, formerly of Houl
ton, son of the late Albert Parks, has
distinction of having three honorable (
discharges from the regular arm y ,;
having served three enlistments. He 1
Is now the guest of his sister, Mrs. |
Samuel Robinson, in Bangor.
Mr.
Parks was gun commander in the
9th anti-Alrcraft Battery, C. A C.
He first entered the service in the
latter part of the Spanish-American
war. He served with army of occu
pation in Cuba and helped fire the
salutes when Cuba was made a re
public and her president elected, in
1999.

fin e j e w e l r y
and besides the extremely fine line of jewelry that we
carry at all times, we handle a fine assortment of
novelties in leather goods, ladies’ parasols, cut glass
and silver......................................................................................
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These cost no more than the ordinary kind
— but oh! the satisfaction.....................................
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TUESDAY
PRIVATE HAROLD PEAT in
“ TWO YEARS IN HELL AND
BACK WITH A SMILE”
MOONLITE DANCE AT THE HEYWOOD

'Optometrist

Market Square, Houlton, Maine

WEDNESDAY
MARGUERITE CLARK in
“ UNCLE TOM’S CABIN”
and
CHARLIE CHAPLIN in “ POLICE”

W

H

I T

THURSDAY
DOROTHY DALTON in “ QUICKSANDS”
MOONLITE DANCE AT THE HEYWOOD

E

T e n n is S h o e s & O x fo r d s

FRIDAY
SHIRLEY MASON and ERNEST TRUEX in
“ GOODBYE BILL”
SATURDAY
MACK SENNETT FAST COMEDY
SHORTY HAMILTON
BRAY PICTOGRAPH

b u y in g y o n r

Flavoring
Extracts

a

MONDAY
“ FATTY” ARBUCKLE
BILLIE WEST
J. WARREN KERRIGAN

Our repair and photo developing departments are at
your disposal for prompt service.

Jeweler

^

M en’s
W o m e n ’s
B oy s’
Girls*

H igh
$1.25
1.15
1.15
1.15

L ow
$1.10
1.10
1.00
1.00

^ P a ra m o u n t ^ P ictu re^ (o£p o ruti< jti~

C /

O N E H U N D R ED

and T E N

W E S T F O R T IE T H

V ,

^

'

S T R E E T

N E W Y O R K .N .Y .

H OULTON

SHOE HOSPITAL
B. E. Anderson, Prop.

Exchange Bldg.

B a th e w a y D ru g Co.
T he R e x a ll S to re

18 Court St.
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*
*
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United States Government to reclaim ! alarming number of Americans and'
! of a series of experiments extending ! at Haig’s chin, and at Foch’s (in their
THE DEADLY PARALLEL
„
.
T ■1
*oss *n man'Power in the Army ; causing an amazing economic loss
'over more than a year—was the pictures) and note how well developThe wisdom of the Maine Legisla- as a result of venereal diseases. That |each year. Thev require the same
When Houlton Citizen# 8how a Way j tranmission of music by wireless.
j ed is that feature.
turt
- in enacting into laws the very is what it C0Ht t0 treat and cure the
There can be no reason why any L ^ group of signal corps men and 0 The heavy jaw (often observed in
jcold, scientific treatment your State
advanced ideas concerning the treat afflicted soldiers and to keep them
reader of this who suffers the tor- naVy radio men grouped themselves j prize fighters) has been held to dement of the deadly venereal diseases, clean by prohibiting prostitution in ! and city health boards give in epi
tures of an aching back, -he annoy- ajj0u^ one 0f the regulation radio-. note brutality. It is a mistaken idea
demies of smallpox, scarlet fever
placing the Maine Health Depart zones about mobilization centers.
ance of urinary disorders, the pains telephone sets in a small room in the las illustrated in the case of Pershing,
diphtheria,
and other menaces to pub
ment in full accord and co-operation
Certainly it is worth as much to in lic health.
Mid dangers of kidney ills will fail to “wireless building” and played “Till whose success in the conquest of savwith the United States Public Health dustry and society.
Reconstruction
heed the words of a neighbor who We Meet Again” and other musical age tribes in the Philippines was acIf a case of yellow fever developed
Service, is daily being shown. State demands will soon make it necessary
1i« ii found relief. Read what a Houl- hits, vocal and instrumental, on a complished not less by his gentle and
in
your community, the health officer
after state of the Union has taken for industry to mobilize every availton citizen says:
phonograph placed directly before kindly method of dealing with them
immediately segregate the
similar action, until less than half a abb1 unit of man-power. The re would
John Gray, stone mason, <0 Pearce
mouthpiece of the wireless phone, than by his skill and force as a soldozen are without, decisive legisla turning soldier, with new ideals of patient and then go to the root of the
Ave. says: “At times I had consider- The recordS were played with the , dier.
tive action in such co-operation for cleanliness and morality, looking for evil the breeding place of the mos
able heavy lifting to do and it was ^ordinary loud-tone steel needles.
' 0 But in
reality it is
not the jaw but
Venereal diseases require
the suppression of the two most ward to the time when younger quito.
hard on my back and caused it to,.^ rp^e nujs|f. was transformed into the chin that counts as an index ot
much
the
same treatment.
Segre
deadly diseases known. Tin1 need for Americans, will take up his tasks, will
ache. My kidneys were disordered j eieetric waves and passed through |character. Pershing is a big man, massuch action is well described in the demand that posterity be freed from gate1 the1 carrier, the prostitute, untii
and I had to get up many times dur- It}ie ail. to another phone set placed : sively built, with heavy bones. His
following from the United States the greatest heredity blight, venereal noninfoctious and close the breedinging the night to pass the kidney jjn the |mreau auditorium, in the main ij aw, therefore, is heavy; but it is the
place the house of prostitution.
Public Health Service, under the title diseases.
secretions. I had a dull, stiff feeling ' tmiiding, about 600 feet distant. Here j chin that dominates and expresses
The issue is too clearly drawn l*
found at the head of this article:
President Wilson, his Cabinet, and
in my back and my head pained me, tjie eiectrical waves transformed once 1his character.
Great armies of industry and re forty-four States have already decid permit of any compromise. Venereal
too. It was hard for me to stoop on more into sound waves increased 0 This distinction may he best illusconstruction, building ,and operating- ed that venereal diseases must be diseases must go. Persons afflicted
aecount of the trouble with my back. >greatiy in volume, and the visitors ! trated by referring to the primitive
railroads,
harnessing rivers
and eradicated. Congress has appropriat should be regarded as great a danger
I procured a supply of Doan’s Kidney , seated in various parts of the 50x80 1human beings, rather apelike, whose
sending American products into every ed large sums of money to he expend to the public health as a tuberculosis
PHI# from Cochran’s Drug Store and food audjtorium were treated to an skulls and other bones have been dug
cornel' of the world, are little differ ed in establishing free clinics in sufferer in a crowded theatre.
they brought immediate relief. Since aereated rendition of the music which
jn various parts of Europe such,
ent in organization from the mighty States which enact, satisfactory legis
Society is lively awake to the filth
then I have used Doan’s Kidney Fill 8 , Was being created many yards away. ' for instance, as the so-called “Neanarmy raised by the United States to lation for control of venereal diseases of it. Industry is keenly alive to the
OCCaaionally as a preventive.
! The renditions received in the audi- ; darthal man” and the “man of Spy.”
fight on fields of France. The high and placed general direction of the economic loss of it -Kennebec Journ
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don 1 1toriurn were as clear and distinct as these designations referring to the
est. degree of efficiency is necessary campaign in charge of the United al.
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
the phonograph were placed hut a , places where their remains were
to both.
Inventive genius, with States Public Health Service. Won
Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that few feet away each note being given found.
mighty engines of destruction in war derful results already have been ac
ll* . Gray had. Foster-Milburn Co., its full value and expresion.
0 Nobody knows just how long ago
and construction in peace, met every complished so gratifying, in fact,
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
0 According to Dr. Stratton, director these men lived, but it was cortain“ GETS-IT” PEELS
demand. Man-power was, and is, that the campaign will be prosecuted
of the bureau of standards, experi- jy several hundred thousand years
the weak link in the chain. Under until the evil is reduced to its ex
MY CORNS O FF!
ments are to continue along this line back. They were rather short of sta
ROAD FROM GRAND FALLS
mined by venereal diseases, it failed, treme minimum.
is failing, to measure up to the
Free clinics have been established A ny Corn or Callous Comes O ff P e a c e 
TO NICATOUS LAKE i mU3jCt lioth vocal and instrumental.. gorilla-like, and presumably covered and
standards required.
in
almost every population center in
& In this age when “better roads" is (by wireless for any distance which i t ; with long hair. But their most refu lly , P a in les s ly .. N e v e r F ails
What gonorrhea and syphillis cost the United States and in a great
the slogan throughout the country, jis now possible to utilize the wireless markable feature was their huge
the United Statics Government, in many cities places of detention pro It’s almost a picnic to get rid of a corn
any endeavor to improve such facili- j telephone.
“prognathous” jaws, provided with
the “Gets-It” way. You speiui
moblizing an army is paralleled to vided for the venereally diseased who 2o r orcallous
3 seconds putting on 2 or 3 drops pt
ties for transportation is worthy o f ' 0 “When that time comes,” said he, teeth much larger than ours,
day in economic loss to American would not voluntarily submit to “Gets-It,” about as simple as putting bn
notice.
|“and it w*ill rot be far in the future,
Yet they had no chins worth menhat. “Gets-It” does away forever
industry, except that; the cost is treatment. Several large industrial your
with “contraptions,” “wrappy” plastAt*
<4 Por a great many years there has |we will be able to sit comfortably in ! tioning. It was a feature left apparr
i greasy ointments that rub off, blood-mb e e n a road leading from the highway j our homes ai almost any distance 1entiy for
later development, and muc^ . ng
^
Is It aso11^ mstitutions, profiting from the ex
a t Gand Falls throughout the woods!and listen to the Boston or Chicago whieh would therefore seem to have
>f’ perience of the Army, have estab
too often or too forcefully stated. lished and maintain private clinics j
to Nicatous Lake, a distance of about j Symphony Orchestra playing in those a relation to an evolution distinctive
Venereal diseases incapacitated more for their employees. Organizations for i
seven miles.
Various lumbering cities, or participate in any great \jy psychic.
soldiers than any other ailment. Be public welfare everywhere have taken
The only primeval woman known
concerns have made use of this road musical festival of the country; or
cause of its 200,000 fighters were at up the fight. The veil of false mod-1
for taking in their supplies to camps it will be easily possible for W ash- 1to this date made her home in a hole
one time or another on the non- esty, which from time immemorial I
a t Nicatous and neighboring waters. ington merry-makers to stage a dance |j n an ajniost vertical cliff that overeffective list, with the resultant loss has been a barrier to frank discus- ;
In more recent years a few spoiting to the music by an orchestra on one ! looked a brawling stream which flowof 2.067,000 working and fighting days. sion and treatment of this greatest j
camps have been built and the trout of New York’s roof gardens.”
ed over a pebbly bottom in a valley
The most startling fact for business social evil, has been torn aside. !
and salmon of this region have fur
of France a few miles northeast of
is that five out of every six cases of Thanks to a comprehensive educa- ;
nished excellent recreation for many RED CROSS HAS
Ithe modern city of Bordeaux. She
venereal diseases in the Army were tional campaign, the general public is j
lived, it is reckoned, at least 300,000
visitors to Maine.
1000 IN BALKANS years years ago. Her age when she brought in by drafted men, not con beginning to face the situation from
II To both sportsmen and lumbermen
tracted after the men entered the the right viewpoint. As soon as this j
tbls seven miles of rocks and bogs, for
Through its commissions the Amer died was about 45 years, and her
Army. They came from your manu- is attained success will be in sight.
such is the ryad, has always been a ican Red Cross is distributing 25,-, huge
(as- found) -----------contained 14
»uBC jaws v
** faf.turing plant or place of business
Gonorrhea and syphillis are neither ! Use “ G e ts - It ” , peel off corn th is w a y .
disagreeable problem. To be sure sev 000,000 pounds of food, clothing, soap ; great teeth, much worn, presumably ^
^
othenviso .,hle t0 pass t
crimes nor secrets. They are com ; ting knives, and scissors that snip late
eral lumbermen in past years have and medical supplies among the des- by gnawing bones. Among the bones
. ..
Thov
“quick.” “Gets-It” eases pain,
diseases
afflicting an Ithe
done considerable work on this parti titute inhabitants of the Balkan dug out of the little cave with h e r . Physical examination. They left be-, municable
"jumpy” corn shrinks, dies, loosens fi
skeleton
were
those
of
the
mammoth
hind
the
old.
the
weak,
the
_
unflt
,
|
the
toe. You peel the corn pafnk
cular load but such repairs soon wore countries. .
; from your toe in one complee pi
_
.
, • ....
, . ! ,
,
and a large number of more senouslv j
onfc leaving the road worse than ever, 0_ To
, That's where the picnic comes in
Rodmania, where the need is ; and the reindeer.
diseased men. It is safe to say that
peel it off as you would a banana
tfc The Orono Pulp & Paper Co., which greatest, the Red Cross has sent 1,- ; 0 Like all the people of her period,
! Nothing else but “Gets-It” oan do It.
the
percentage
of
venereally
diseased
j Get peaceful, common-s<nse “Gets-It.”
Ipe pulp operations at Nicatous Lake, 000,000 yards of cloth, 1000 sewing she had a little forehead and no chin
persons in industry greatly exceeds
; “Gets-It," the guaranteed, money- bask
bee considered it advisable and neces- machines and hundreds of tons
Absence of chin and lack of mental
|
corn-remover, the only sure way, coets
conditions found to exist in the Army
but a trifle at any drug store,
A R eal Iron Tonic
eery to build a road. Beginning at foodstuffs and hospital supplies.
development went together, seemingPuts iron ir.to the blood, giving- j M’f'd by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago,
Um main highway and extending to Greece, 4,000,000 pounds of relief sup- ly. Above the eyes were heavy bony during the first months of the war,
111.
nerve strength and endurance, r e 
“Bog Brook”, a distance of two and plies have been distributed. Northern prominences, like those observed in for the Army only dealt with men.
Sold in Houlton and recommended as
stores appetite, aids digestion, pro
j the world’s best corn remedy by O P.
motes sweet, refreshing sleep.
a halt miles, the road is to be so well and southern Serbia, which suffered the skull of the gorilla, which today Industry deals with men, women and
I French and Leighton & Feeley.
I
M.l'U bv ( '. I. ll (M )i ) CO., L o w .-11 , M;ixs.
i Monro’s West End Ddug Store.
constructed as to permit of toting by heavily in the war, have received 3,- is recognized by science as our near- young people, and statistics leave no
room to doubt the “Red Plague” reaps
automobile truck to that point. The 500,000 pounds of supplies. To Monte- j est relative on earth,
a
terrific toll in each class.
remainder of the road will be put ln lnegro> the smanest and poorest of 1^ which does not, of course, imply
It was worth $100,000,000 to the
good shape for
wagon toting.
A the g a]kan states, 1,000,000 pounds j^hat we are descended from gorillas,
laffO crew of men is already on the Q( food and generai relief supplies |but merely that those ferocious manJob and It Is hoped, by the middle of ihave been sent Albania has receiv-;
apes are distant cousins of our.
Jan e to have made considerable im- j ed 600,000 pounds and Bornia 50,000
An Old Family
, 0 We know rather remarkably much
Doctor's
Favorite
provement.
[pounds.
about those primeval folk, consider
B a l l a r d ’s G o l d e n O il
H People who are familiar with this,
X1
.
Prescription
j
ed, Thank,
region and have occasion to travel
Fl° htin° 7 phuus t
,
jin s how long ago they l,ve,l.
is Pleasant, Safe and Effective, both
wlU certainly appreciate !® In al1 these countries the American : to then- disinterred bones, we
we can tell
for Internal and External use.—For
like. We
A STUBBORN COUGH OR COLD rub
work that is beinK done.
! Red Cross is carrying on its relief (pretty well what they looked
loo
on the chest and ake as directed—
______________ ’
(work with nearly 1000 American doc- j have located some of the caves they
cures where other remedies have no
J
tors, nurses and field workers. The j dwelt in, and, helped by the weapons
effect. Non-alcoholic.
KAISER MAY HAVE
destitute are being fed and clothed, land utensils they left behind, with aebe
paid
m
u
st
and
FATE OF NAPOLEON sick cared for and American methods j eompanying bones of the animals
K E E P IT IN THE HOUSE
AT ALL DRUG AND GENERAL STO RES
of sanitation introduced. Special at- i they ate, we are able to reconstruct
The plan of the Council of Four
tention is being given to the welfare ! with reasonable definiteness the conon or before Apr.
to have Belgium prosecute the former
of children. The epidemics of ty-j ditions under which they pursued exGerman Emperor on the charge of re
phus and other diseases are being i istence.
sponsibility for the war is meeting
30, at the office of
vigorously combatted.
Workers o f ; Their great jaws and huge teeth
with objections which are again
the American Red Cross units have j Were for gnawing bones, and quite
O T l
bringing up the whole subject for rere-established thousands of refugees possibly for biting- the teeth being
the
▼Mon.
in their homes, have opened schools doubtless used as the most available
Those who have the m atter in hand
for the re-education of mutilates and weapon in close combat. For those
divide the question of war responsibestablished plants for manufacturing were days when the term “friend"
Uttlss Into two distinct classes. The
'had not been invented. Each male
lin t class includes military and nav artificial limbs.
0 Lt.-Col. Henry W. Anderson, hi j hea(j of a family was always at war
al offenders, like Gen. Ludendorff and
charge of American Red Cross activi-1 with his noar neighbors,
Admiral von Tirpitz, and those ac
ties in the Balkans, has issued the ' .v But what has all tlrs to do with
cused of various excesses against the
Mechanic Street
following statement:
Pershing?
m
usual rules of warfare. The second
© The American Red Cross Is doing (slm | (| v
(,X|iress
k,Pil tha, „ ia
1
1!
class includes former Emperor Wil
more than merely distributing sup- no( ,.ea||v
jilw
his ,.hin th.„ of.
liam, ex-Chancellor von Bethmannplies. By their presence and example le].s an |n<|(,s
Opposite the American
Hollweg and others whose offense is
Red Cross workers are inoculating in has made him so efficient and formid
chiefly of a political nature.
: the peoples of the Balkan countries ; able in the war now happily ended.
Express Company
Concerning military offenders, it is
7 ;® !
j new ideas of thrift, self-help and
agreed that there is no international
|cleanliness, which must have a Iastcoart-martial suitable to undertake
i f o r C L
{ing influence. Through its activities, |
such military trials; but it is pointed
■the Red Cross is helping to improve
out that every country has its own
I the spirit and morale of the Balka?i
system of courts-martial for military
! peoples, who have suffered severly
offences committed within its bord
1from poverty, sickness and misery
ers. This has developed the sugges
H R E E — MILLION — D O L L A R S
|arising from the war. Americans out
tion that these countries combine
T h at’s what it cost to perfect an
•here are giving the unfortunate in-,
The reason we so strongly recommend Vinol for
their courts-martial and act under a
j habitants of these countries, not only j
instrument which would Re-Create music
single military procedure codified
frail, sickly children is because it is a non-secret
that material assistance which they j
so faithfully that no one could tell
from all the separate military codes.
themselves are unable to provide, but j remedy which contains Beef and Cod Liver Pep
A Joint court-martial would thus be that stimulus to greater effort and j
whether it was the living artist he heard
tones, Iron and Manganese Peptonates and Glyce
constituted capable of dealing with
or the phonograph— when he heard one
desire to improve their living condi- j
offenders of the first or military and
dons which must come from contact j rophosphates — but no oil — the very elements
pitted against the other.
Add to the
naval class.
with the representatives of larger and
needed
to
build
them
up.
It
is
delicious
to
the
million
dollars
Thomas
A.
Edison’s
Concerning the political offenders it
more progressive nations.”

NA BFA^AN FOR IT

H v JUVfidv

P e p tir o n

Taken Inside-Rubbed On Outside

Ail Water Bates
Are Now Cue

M lH

Houlton Water Co.

fr a il, Sickly Children
Improve Rapidly on Vinol

la said that a tribunal is not neces
sary and would be ineffective, owing
to lesnl immunity of political offendero. Therefore it is maintained that
the precedent for the determination
of the allied course as a general
measure of policy.
In the case of Napoleon there was
no trial, but he was confined on the
Island of St. Helena as a general
measure of policy for the tranquility
o f Burope. Some such general policy
le designed to reach ex-Emperor Wil
liam and other political offenders,
with Belgium or another country
against which the political offences
charged were chiefly directed acting
for the purpose of securing the ex
tradition of the individual as a pre
liminary to putting the general policy
Into effect.

taste, and children love i t

CHIN, NOT JAW , IS
CHARACTER INDEX
0 On seeing a photograph

of Gen.
Pershing one is instantly struck by
one feature of his face—the jaw,
large and massive. It is a typical
“fighting jaw.”
0 Such a jaw means something. It
signifies, among other things, will
power and decision of character.
0 Beyond question the jaw of any
human individual is to some extent
an index of character. It has a psy
chological significance. The man with
a “weak chin” is not of the type that
“gets there” and “does things.” Look

MUSIC EASILY
CARRIED BY RADIO
In the United States bureau of
standards, in the northern suburbs of
the national capital, says the Milwau
kee Journal, there was a demonstra
tion of what was agreed to be one of
the most remarkable discoveries o f :
the government scientists, and one j
which promises almost unlimited pos-1
•ibilities of development,
tt The discovery—which is the re su lt!

KEMP’S BALSAM
Will Stopthat Cough
GUARANTEED

These Two Mothers H ave Proved This.
B&inbridge, N.Y.
“ My little daughter, 13 years old,
overworked and was run-down, tired
all the time, nervoas, had headaches,
couldn’t eat and lad to stay out of
school. Vinol has built her up. She
has a good appetite, no more head
aches and has returned to school
again.’’—Mrs. Lester Andrews.

|Ygx3]
HATHEW AY

Williamson, W. Va.
“ My little boy was weak, puny,
and tired all the time, did not want
to do anything. Vinol was recom
mended and it built up his strength
and made him healthy. Now he romps
and plays like other children. We
certainly believe in Vinol for children.”
—Harley Clay.

C r e a t e s

DRUG COMPANY

S t r e n g t h

and Druggists Everywhere

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY
BRINGS SURE RELIEF
F or >00 years GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil has enabled suffering humanity to
withstand attacks of kidney, liver,
bladder and stomach troubles and all
diseases connected with the urinary
organs and to build up and restore to
health organs weakened by disease.
These most important organa must be
watched, because they Alter and purify
the blood; unless they do their work
you are doomed.
Weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness,
despondency, backache, stomach trou
ble, pains in the loins and lower ab
domen, gravel, difficulty when urinat
ing, rheumatism, sciatica and lumbago
all warn you of trouble with your kidneya. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Cap

sules are the remedy you need. Take
three or four every day. The healing
oil soaks into the ceils and lining of
the kidneys and drives out the poisons.
New life and health will surely follow.
When your normal vigor has been re
stored continue treatment for a while
to keep yourself in condition and pre
vent a return of the disease.
Don’t wait until you are incapable of
fighting. Start taking G O L D M E D A L
Haarlem Oil Capsules today. Your drug
gist will cheerfully refund your money
if you are not satisfied with results.
But be sure to get the original import
ed GOLD MEDAL and accept no sub
stitutes. Jc three sizes. Sealed pack
ages. At all drug stores.

phon ograph!

C

experience and genius and you see how
much was required to evolve

The New Edison
“ T h e P h o n o g r a p h w ith a S o u l "

“Now go ahead and build replicas”
said Mr. Edison to his staff when he
had finally achieved an instrument
which would meet the tone test.
“Call it the Official Laboratory Model
and uphold the standard I have set to
the last detail.”
We're
displaying this $3,000,000
phonograph in our store.
Come in
and see it. If you conclude to pur
chase and prefer to make payments
at intervals you’ll find we can meet
your needs.

A stle M usic C om p any
M ain S t r e e t , H o u lto n

w
U

*A
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abide by them and then attempt to ;
;

ning proceedings to interfere with its pronounce a beverage intoxicating, Imajority should and will decide.
or the opposite, Mr. Fitts said, and 0 “During the war the demand for j
of 2% per cent brew be
compete in an open market with the
cited the commissioner’s recent or |all kinds of goods, as a general rule, j
LITERAL ENFORCEMENT |denied.
The government proposes a literal | on the admission of William D. der permitting brewing of the 2 %% ; far exceeded the supply. Prices j products of poorly paid foreign labor
enforcement of the war-time prohibi-1 Guthrie, associate counsel for the 1beverage as a confession of his mis went skyward. A man with most any-! is ridiculous. Hence the Republicans
tion act, including a ban on produc-, complaints, that he had no proof take. Until last month, when New thing to sell it at a profit. A manufac- j
tlon and sale of all beers and w ines,; 0f alleged threats by District Attor- York brewers questioned the validity : turer, no matter how wasteful his j at the coming session will act.”
whether or not they are intoxicating, j ney Caffey to prosecute the brewers, of the ruling, none but the %% |methods, could make money. There j
the department of Justice announced j Judge Hand said he thought Mr. Caf- brew had been sent out to the trade, i|is now, however, reason to believe |
through a special representative in |fey should be eliminated as a defend- except that made before Dec. 1, last, we are approaching a period when i
the federal court here today.
|ant. Mr. Guthrie argued for a de- when the president prohibited all j supply may exceed demand, when
While no steps will be taken to pre- (termination by the court of the ques- brewing as a conservation measure the nation or nations with goods to
V -‘
vont brewing, pending a court deter- (tion of whether a district attorney following his decree effective eleven sell will meet with difficulty in find
ing
a
ready
market.
We
should
not
months
earlier
limiting
the
alcoholic
mination of the law’s constitutional- might be enjoined from conducting
(
forget our experimenting with low
ity raised by brewers of the New jprosecutions in violation of criminal content to 2 % %.
tariff
legislation
just
prior
to
the
war,
York district, manufacturers will laws whose validity was in doubt, and
when men out of employment be
operate in peril of future prosecn- declined to withdraw the district atEFFECTIVE
PROTECTIVE
came
a menacing problem and busi
tion, according to the statement of torney’s name from the complaint.
ness stagnation was everywhere in
TARIFF LAW CERTAIN
William C. Fitts, special counsel ap- in view of published statements of
evidence. We should benefit by ex
pearing for Attorney General Palmer the internal revenue department inOF ENACTMENT perience and prepare the country to
in the beer litigation.
dicating intention to bring seizure (s) In order to prepare the United Sta
The attorney advised Judge A. N. and forfeiture proceedings against of- tes for a greater indstrial revival properly meet conditions soon to con
Hand, who heard arguments on the fending brewers, there was no sug- than that following the Spanish War, front us.
government’s motion to dismiss the gestion of withdrawing the complaint when the Dingley law was effective, (') “Generally speaking, the cost of
production, due mostly to higher
salt brought on behalf of the national as against the collector,
Representative Joseph W. Fordney,
brewing interests by the Jacob Hoffsupplementing Mr. Guthrie’s ad- of Michigan, chairman-elect of the wages, -of everything on the farm
mann Brewing Company to restrain mission, District Attorney Caffey an- Way and Means Committee, favors and in the factory is higher in Amer
the federal authorities from interfer- n0unced that he never threatened the passage by the House during the ica than in Europe and Asia. It is the
tag with its production of
begjn prosecutions under the em- summer of a protective tariff meas high standard of living in America,
beer, that the department of justice ergency prohibition act.
He added ure which will impose high duties on guaranteed by child labor laws, fac
did not know and did not care whe- ^hat he did not propose any action foreign goods and save American tory inspection laws, laws regarding
hours of labor, minimum wages and
ther beer of the strength indicated a iong this line until the court had labor and living standards.
employer's liability and other laws, j
was intoxicating. The law prohibit-. been given time t0 consider the liti& “There is now every indication, ev
which, while they benefit labor, ma- 1
ed sale after June 30 of distilled bev- j gation in progress. Should there be
ery reason to believe,” said Mr.
erag^s as well as manufacture after ■any change in this attitude, he said,
Fordney “that the next few years terially add to the cost of production. ■
Now that farm labor is
April 20 and sale after June 30 of
would advise the court and the !
may witness a commercial struggle To have these beneficial laws and
scarce,
it is to your ad
"beer, wines and other intoxicating, brewers’ counsel,
among the different nations, a strug
malt or vinous liquors for beverage, The migation was discontinued
vantage to do your work
gle to regain old markets and to find
pamoMS "pending the demobilization a3 affecting threats of the ,nternal
new markets for export trade, and
in the quickest and easiest
the military forces, he ,eld Beer reyenue d
tment t0 prosecute
S p r in g P r i c e s o n
way, especially when that
and "wine” were not qualified in the _____, _______
. o 03/
_
_
_, . „ that the success of American indus
manufacturers of a 2 % per cent beer
opinion of the government, he added, up to April 30, when the government tries and the welfare of the Ameri
method will bring even
can people will hinge, in no small de
•ad the apparent congressional in ten - , ^ e T i t a m i t t e d 'th a t'" commVssione'r gree, on our tariff laws. This is a
bigger crops than the old.
tioa to stop the "waste’ of grains and Roper had erred
rullng under the
time, it seems to me, that calls for
The planting season is always
ffrnJt* In their production In any food conversation laws that beer of sane, sensible business-like action, j
e busy one, but you will find
strength would be enforced.
% of 1 per cent or greater alcohol No one man or party is greater than |
that the work is accomplished
With "half the world looking t o ; content was intoxicating and so the nation, and selfishness and par- j
a lot easier if you use a John
America for food,” Mr. Fitts contend-, COU[d not be manufactured under the tisanship must not stand in the way j
Deer e-Van Brunt Fertilizer Drill.
ed, the necessity of Its conservation |president’s proclamation permitting of good government. But the nature
This drill makes horse power and
was greater "even than the day of i production of "near beer.”
of tariff changes and the time for j
man power available for other
Chataan-Thleny” and It wa» equally, None but a court had authority t0 such legislation is a matter that the
purposes. In one trip over the
essential that liquors be withheld and j ______________________________________
field it pulverizes the soil, makes

GOVERNMENT
DECIDES
ON
___
______ production

In Training
“Jack, I wish you’d give that young
brother of mine a talking to.
It’s
t*me
thought of choosing a
career.
“Judging by h ehours he keeps, I
thought he was studying to be a
night watchman.”

I

r^9rw

Four Complete Operations
Every Trio Over the Field
the seed furrows, plants and
covers the seed and the fer
tilizer. And besides, it increas
es the crop yield because it does
better seeding.
Come in and ask us to show
you the patented adjustable
gate force feed used on Van
Brunt Grain Drills. This force
feed is the construction that
insures even seeding over the
entire field. No seed is wasted
and there are no bare spots in
the field. The "Van Brunt”
does first-class work in any soil
capable of being seeded. It
does not choke up in mud,
gumbo, sticky or tres! y r M.

COAL
mm

navy were undergoing demoblizathM.
To this statement Judge Hand aded his opinion that the war was "still
In progress,” which upset one of the
complainants’ contentions.
Following Elihu Root, who argued
that the prohibition law did not apply
to beer which was not intoxicating
(la which class the brewers rate the
*% per cent product) and that the
act having been passed after the signtag of the armistice and the expira
tion of the war emergency, was un
constitutional, Mr. Fitts contended
that the act was wholly within the
war powers of Congress. He asked
that an injunction Sought by the Hoff
mann Company to restrain the feder
al district attorney and the collec
to r of internal revenue from begin-

Save extra labor and seed and increase
your crop yield by buying a Van Brunt
Fertilizer Drill from as.

C O O P E R ’S C A M P S
EA G LE L A K E , M A IN E

F o r In fo r m a tio n

SIX MILES FROM R. R. BY MOTOR BOAT. EXCELLEN T
TROUT AND LAND LOCKED SALMON FISHING.

T e l e p h o n e 277

TELEPHONE OR W RITE AND I W ILL MEET YOU AT THE
STATION

W .

416

S.

Peabody

H o u lto n . M a in e

SEPARATE CABINS FOR GUESTS

G -.

James

F. A. Cates & Co.
HOULTON

C O O P E R

EAGLE LAKE,

MAINE

E

E ? BANGOR STREET GARAGE “2

the Job

M

NOW

Let’s Finish

The war is won, but the

S H O W IN G

THE NEW - CHEVROLET -- MODEL 490

bills must be paid.

FIVE PASSENGER TOURING CARS
•*

TWO CARLOADS

JUST RECEIVED

CaU and let us demonstrate to you that the CHEVROLET
is the POPULAR light car of the season

The success of the Victory
Liberty Loan is your job.

POWERFUL and STRONG
Four Cylinder Motor— Remy Ignition— Selective Trans
mission— Three Speeds Forward— Non-Skid Tires 30x3 ]/>
Left Hand Drive— 102 in. Wheel Base.

Completely Equipped with Electric Lights and Starter—
Demountable Rims, Mohair Tailored “One-Man” Top—
Top, Coyer and Side Curtains— Tilted Wind Shield— Elec
tric Horn— Extra Rim and Carrier— Tools— Pump— Jack
Price Complete, filled with gas and oil, $825.00 f. o. b.
Houlton, Maine
We carry a full line of Accessories
>*•

and

Chevrolet

Parts

Bargains in Second Hand Cars— Gas— Oil— Storage— Vul
canizing— Free Air

Open Day and Night— W e Specialize in Repairs
makes of cars by first class mechanics

on

You are lending, not giving
your money, and your Govern
ment guarantees its return
with interest.

all

LET US SHOW YO U

Buy today—Cash
or Installments
This space contributed by

BANGOR

STREET

GARAGE

MITCHELL and CHEVROLET CARS
B an gor S treet
Houlton, Maine

ml

Swift & Company
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ihlm* MsUess, dull.
Under ordinary regularly but the size of his tips has
circumstances this young man would shrunk. The flow of paper marks
FIND LITTLE COMFORT <have been received with pomp and which came from Germany during the
IN THEIR WANDERINGS! honors and addressed as His Royal reign of Emperor William has been
« Now that the dust of crumbling! Highness, Archduke Robert. He is stopped and although it has been ofthrones that wrecked whole dynasP ^ n Master Hapsburg come to flcially denied the rumor persists that
. . ... .
*Switzerland for the benefit that the the former Queen bophie, the sistei
ties In their fall has somewhat clear
•d. that emperor., czars, kings, grand
H“>p W air o! the
mls h t .o£ the former hmpcror of
dakes. archdukes and princelings j »®>rd to his weakened lungs.
had had to call upon some fnoiids to
have abandoned, the torrerlng s tru c-,® Marla Theresa, grandmother of the visit the pawnshops with some of the
tore of Central Europe, It may not be f° ™ “ Emperor Charles and her regal
■ 'jewels.
'
King Nicholas of Montenegro div
uninteresting to compare the pre. , daughter Maria Annunciata reside
sent condition of these rulers with I1° t *16 Vienna palace. Archduke Eu- ides his time about equally between
that which they occupied six months gene, former commander of the Nice and the Hotel Meurice in Paris.
southwestern front; Archduke Max, When he is not busy pinning decora
1 A TT n iB A P E A N B ill F R S
laA lfc m W i f i A n \ AMf,A n T

tt The »tory of the fall of the house i who has re8mued his law sludy at
of Hohenzollern would fill volumes. It Vienna university; and all the famiis a far cry from the dreams of world |lies of the Archduke, belonging to the
Toscana branch are living in upper
dominion, the dictation of peace in
Austria. Archduke Savator, son-inshining helmet and spurred boots a r
rayed In the Palace of Versailles, to law of the late Franz-Joseph, is at
the little villa hidden among the low Wallsee Castle; Archduke Frederick
at Weilburg Castle at Baden near
lands of Holland.
Morose and taci
Vienna; his son, Albrecht, is a stuturn, William Hohenzollern, second
M l I n t of the name, is awaiting the ;<•«“ » ot
at Alte"burg, Hunjudgment of the peace conference gary; Archduke Joseph and his fam
within the narrow confines of the es ily live in Budapest; Karl Stephen at
tate of one of the few men in this Saybusch; while Archduke Leopold
world who still have the courage to Salvator and family have left the
country and are thought to reside in
term themselves his friends.

ceeded in entering Switzerland and
the lieutenant in charge of the fron-

..

.

There Are Birds and Birds

Jessie - "1 was taken into dinner
by that officer you introduced me to.
He was quite gallant, and remarked
upon my birdlike appetite.”
Maud—“Well, he should be a good
tions on unsuspecting visitors he is judge on that point, dear; he runs an
working hard to regain his throne. ostrich farm in Southern Africa.”
There is strong opposition among
some of the live big powers to Nich
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
olas returning to Cettinje either as
Whereas, Chester A. Graves of Fort
king or as a prominent citizen.
Fairfield in the County of Aroostook
0 Of the smaller princes, Joachim, and State of Maine, by his mortgage
youngest son of the former Gorman deed dated April 13th, 1917, and re
in the Aroostook Registry of
Emperor has been living in a hotel corded
Deeds, Vol. 297, Page 294, conveyed
Kigl Mountain. Switzerland, under (o Alfred Young of said Fort Fairfield,
certain real estate situate in Fort
the name of Count Mansfield.
Fairfield in said County of Aroostook
Rupprecht Is “ Missing”
and State of Maine, rel'erenre being
■0 Rupprecht. the former I'rime of herby expressly made to the record of
Bavaria of western from lame, was said mortgage lor a more particular
the guest of the Bishop of C o i i c . description of the premises therein
Switzerland, for some w e e k s Inn his conveyed; and whereas the conditions
of said mortgages are broken, now
present, whereabouts arc unknown. therefore, by reason of the breach of
Rupprecht. has never recognized the the conditions of said mortgage, the
Republic of Bavaria and his last said Alfred Young claims a fore
thereof and gives this notice
words upon leaving Belgium wen1: closure
for the purpose of foreclosing the said
“1 abdicate4 nothing; [ renounce noth- mortgage.
Fort Fairfield. Maine, April 1th,
ing.”
0 Louis, the King of Ba-varia, sue- 1919.
ALFRED YOUNG,
By his Attorneys, Powers & Guild.

Spain.
Kaiser Chops Wood
0 Ferinand. late King of Bulgaria, is
© The only recreation from which keeping as inconspicuous as possible
this former emperor seems to derive “somewhere in Austria,” as the com
any pleasure or solace from hie shat munique was wont to say. He it was
tered dreams Is in wood-chopping He who deserted the sinking ship first,
still maintains quite close relations after trying to steer it before the
with the present German government.' most
favorable wind no matter
His staff and his servants are paid whence it blew. No one hears about
by t h . “Hofmarachallamt" in Berlin j Fer„|nand.s financial needs. The re.
316
ha waa the case when he was emper , p0r^ sent out from Bulgaria at the
or. The number of his a t t e n d a n t s , ^ of his mght was t0 the eftect
LO O K FO R
however, has been greatly reduced, (that he had not left empty handed.
THE FED BALL
hut what is left of them are still state !
TRADE MARK
Little Pity for “Tino”
officials. A few weeks ago Herr ! 0 Ridicule and humorous remarks
Hohensollern appeared to be in finan are always heard when the name of
cial straits, but his exchequer has Constantine of Greece is mentioned.
been replenished by remittances from The news that “Tino” has no funds
Germany.
is received everywhere with pitiless
© The crown prince at Wieringen af mirth. “Tino’s” troubles with his ser
ter a few Interviews has been silent. vants are subjects of conversations
Silence from him and silence con on the boulevards and fill the columns :
cerning him is considered the bitter of humorous publications. “Tino” is J
est form of punishment that could be now at the Holder Hotel in Zurich
visited upon him.
and is said to be meeting his bills
© A feeling of pity not untinged with
sympathy seems to characterize the i
Condensed Statement ,
Condensed Statement
attitude of the world at large toward
THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON 4.
U.
S.
BRANCH
Charles the former emperor of Aus-|
GLOBE INS. CO., LTD.
of the
trla. With his mother, the former | NORWICH UNION FIRE INSUR
U. S. Branch, 80 William St. New
Xknpress Zita, and the children, he
ANCE SOCIETY LTD.
York City
of Norwich, England
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918
led a lonesome, dreary life In the an- j
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1918
Real Estate
$1,185,18I.#4
dent castle ot Bckarts&u. Very few
.
. . .
..
.
. , Stocks and Bonds
$3,250,249.09 Mortgage Loans
969,250.0#
Mrvantf remained in attendance, *or Ca8h in offlce and Bank
3 5 0 ,402.69 Collateral Loans
837.S#
gold was scarce at Eckartsau
Agents’ Balanced
850,494.16 Stocks and Bonds
10,543,037.23
2,953.49 Cash in Office and Bank
2,091,157.66
© CoL Summerhayes of the British Bills Receivable
34,760.27 Agents’ Balances
3,055,697.00
army, commanding a small British Interest arid Rents
All other Assets
39,861.21 , Bills Recivable
'
50,742.16
force, acted more in the capacity of
------------------Interest and Rents
137,227.33
a mentor and adviser to the former
Gross Assets
$4,528,720.91 All other Assets
123,391.61
emperor than that of a Sir Hudson Deduct items not admitted
269,697.84
Gross Assets
$18,156,528.60
Lowe. But life was sad at Eckartsau
Deduct items not admitted
and yhing Charles was said to be
Admitted Assets
$4,259,023.07
1,072,543.20
wasting away under the weight of fyis
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918
$455,644.47
Admitted Assets
$17,083,986.30
chagrin. (Charles and his family Net Unpaid Losses
2,422,807.30
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1918
have since sought refuge in Switzer Unearned Premiums
All other Liabilities
179,680.39 Net Unpaid Losses
$1,726,576.87
land.)
Cash Capital
200,000.00 Unearned Premiums
9,781,928.70
Surplus over all Liabilities
All other Liabilities
694,685.64
Boss to Switzerland
1.000,890.91 Surplus over all Liabilities
© Some weeks ago there arrived at
4,880,795.09
the 8wlss frontier a pale, thin young
Total Liabilities
ster of 18 years of age. He gazed ab
and Surplus
$4,259,023.07
Total Liabilities
HOVEY & PORTER, Agents,
and Surplus
$17,083,985.30
sently about apparently taking no in
Houlton, Me.
F. A. PEABODY, Agent.
terest In what was going on about

------ B R O A D W A Y

P H A R M A C Y

N ext to E lk s C lub

---------

M a in S t r e e t

CHUMS SWEETHEART

Ifirearms$Ammunition

S h o otin g R ig h t

316

Father’s Hope

Pather— So? Well, maybe now
Mother
(at telephone)—“Mercy, he>11 hayc
some object in keeping
tier port of entry was arrested for al- John, our daughter has married the
lowing him to depart without proper chauffeur.”
down the repair bills.”
passports. Louis was travelling as
.***
a commercial man.
Most of this galaxy of kings, em
perors, dukes, princes, etcetera, are
short of money.

yy

85—Houlton People—85
B e n e fit S a lv a t io n A r m y
D r iv e a n d E lk s
W ar Fund

A Play of Love
Youth, Happiness

Temple
Theatre
Thursday and
Friday, May 1-2
2 ------------N I G H T S --------------2

316

PRICES
car with two or three
or four different brands of
tires reflects on the owner’s
ability to buy judiciously.
h e

T

People who try Firestone Gray
Sidewall Tires are no longer in
the ranks of the tire doubters.
-my

They know that at least one
make of tires has more miles of
wear. They k n o w that the
name Firestone carries assur
ance and that the tires are uni
formly good.

'Prestone
H T T O C C

M o s t M i le s p e r D o l l a r

75c

B a lc o n y , C r u s h S e a ts

50c

Boxes

$1 0.00

EXCHANGE TIC K ET SALE OPENS

Tuesday morning, April 29, at 9:30 at
Temple Box Office, for first night,
secon dnight, Wednesday, 9:30 a. in.
April 30.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Marguerite Denville
A Prim a Donna
.Jennie Merry weather, A true friend
Miss Hartman, an actress
Miss Wolf, a chorus girl
John Paden, Sr., Ja c k ’s fathe.r
Otto Denville, Marguerite’s father
Gene Karje, .Jack’s chum
Harold Hunting, the villain
Henry, a servant
Jack Henderson, a poet
Act 1.
Act 2.
Act 3.
Act. 4.
mance

Miss Elizabeth Shaw
Miss Doris Pride
Miss Marion Taber
Miss Marguerite Astle
Mr. Leonard McNair
Mr. Joseph Robinson
Mr. Larry Carroll
Mr. Jerom e Ervin
Mr. Philip Churchill
Mr. Theodore Bird

SYNOPSIS OF ACTS
Cheap attic room of the “Chums” in the “Bowery,” New York City. “Love”
“Youth.”
A musicale at the home of the Denville’s one night in June.
Bachelor apartments of Mr. Hunting, Riverside Drive. “Sorrow.”
Dressing room of !M arguerite Denville at the Manhattn Opera House during a perof “Maytime.” Happiness.”

CHORUS
Helen Yerxa
Avory Munro
Adah Drake
Helen Burleigh
Ethel Thompson
Marion Blethen
Marion Hamilton
Dorothy Burleigh
Kathleen Hagerman
Dawn McIntyre
Constance Chandler
Beatrice Hackett
Wilfred Shaw
Gilbert Boone
Gerald Grant
Burns Campbell
Philip Clark
Horace Mooers
Lewis Either
Charlie McLaughlin
Philip Dempsey
Ted Speed
Frank Clark
Geo. Pennington
BR1TTANIA
Miss Virgin a Donnell

V

L o w e r F lo o r

GRAND SPECTACULAR FINALE
Bernard Hagerman
Maurice Hussey
Yeneca Cates
Dwight Davis
Myrtle Henderson
Fred Blethen
Virginia Dudley
Alfred Green
Beatrice Taylor
Jerom e Ervin
Mary Dilling
Paul Jackins
Lois Haskell
Ellis McLeod
Marion Ordrey
Bill O’Donnell
Pauline Hanson
Myrtle Orchard
Vita Doak
Edna Fiske
Fay Rhoda
Margaret Drake
Eva Grant
Anita Jones
Minnie Doak
Marion Berry
Dorothy Hogan
Elizabeth Ebbett
Hilda Hagerman
Mary Peabody
Evelyn Carson
Georgie Van Tassel
Ethel Thwaite
Marguerite Dunphy
Dolly Dillon
Marguerite Day
SOLOISTS
Christine Lyons
Alene Berrie
Mary Robinson
Constance Chandler
Norma Briggs
Elinor
Wilkins
Myrtle Soucie
Ethel Thompson
Irene Cates
Philip Dempsey
Helen Miller
Edmond
Lanoue
Phillis Dunlap
AMERICA
Mrs. II. W. Hughes

MARSEILLAISE
Prof. Leon
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mans will always be a menace to us. How do you know? By the time you
ILast August the telephone lines of that the manner in which this matter j nothing to equal them anywhere in
1
They
are an envious and warlike peo- found out that they had got them it
has
been
handled
by
the
authorities
j
the
open
markets
of
the
present
day
I the United States, together with all
;'ple.
Their characteristics are not would be too late.”
is
deplorable.
Business
is
becoming
j
T^e
j^ar^e^
r a t e i n c r e a s e j facilities for public communication
charged.
Fifty years hence they will
We received this week from the |by wire, were taken over by Burleson, more and more opposed to the con- j interrupted activity, due to holidays
The Most and Best
be
what
they
are today. Do not trust
technical effect upon market
president of one of the larger lumber]and the whole country has been bad- tinuation of Government conti ol. rhe jias
The
importance
of economy has
most prominent question which
movements, and a holiday and a half the appearance of the moment.”
concerns of the country a letter, en- j ly served since that time,
been impressed on our minds in re 
; Marshal Foch then discussed with cent years. We want to know that we
doraing the views in last week's ReThe women operators in New Eng- be discussed at the coming annual, (jlis week jias ^ad to ()e reckoned
the United States j wRh
F()r (he niost I)art th(> week the correspondent the possibilities of are getting the most and best for our
Tiew as to the immediate necessity of land, up to the time of the entrance convention of
money, no matter what we spend it
an increase in railroad freight rates, j of the Government, were working on Chamber of Commerce in St. L °uls j has been one of great activity, with another war. Asserting that what for.
saved
the
allies
at
the
beginning
of
He says: "I am particularly interest- pre-war wages and were agitating for j will be that of how to get the United ! an increasing number of separate
In the matter of medicine there is
«d in your article ‘The Railway Prob- an increase.
Collective bargaining States released from the octopus of ji stocks being brought upon the stage the present war was Russia, he ask probably no more economical course
ed on whose side Russia would be in of treatment than Hpod’s Sarsaparilla
lam of England’ and the reference between the companies and the work- : Government control.
and made to do their special parts in
and Peptiron—a real iron tonic—taken
you make to our own situation h erejers was allowed under private control The Back-Flow of Hoarded Money ' the performance. This tendency to the next war, ‘ with us or with the in conjunction, one before eating and
Germans ?'
Savings
hanks
report
unprecedentj
in the States. I fully agree with you j and was stisfactory to both sides.
i broaden out activity, however, has
the ether after.
He argued that only at the Rhine
; not made a homogeneous general
The combination of these two great
♦hat the only remedy that can be ap- |Collective bargaining however, was ed increase in deposits in the last ■
plied to the railway situation in the |abolished when the Government took few months, and the pace of increase |movement in one direction or the itself would it be possible to arrest medicines brings into co-operation
There i' other, as in old-time markets. While the Germans in the event of another such well known substances as sarsa
States is to raise rates high enough |control, and a system was set up by appears to lie accelerating.
parilla, iron, mix and pepsin, best for
so that the returns from the operation |which it would seem nobody was giv- can he but one explanation for this- j one industrial, having achieved a attack. He talked long and earnestly the blood, nerves and digestive organs.
This combination
is
especially
of railroads will meet expenses at j en authority to do anything. In Oeto- namely, that hoarded money is seek- Imarked advance has broken away, at about the Rhine, and said that some
least. They might as well start right iber the operators asked the New Eng- . ing daylight. The report of the Ohio ; the same time other stocks have been people would object that it would recommended in cases that are scro
fulous, or rheumatic, anemic and
in and pay the fiddler—that Is, those j land Company for an increase, and j banks from the last day of 1918 to bid up. Through the week consider take too many troops to hold the riv nervous, or where the blood is both
er.
of us who have to dance. Our freight j were told to see the Government, as the fourth of March of this year, j able profit-taking has been evident,
impure and pale, deficient in iron.
“But it will not take so many as it
In cases where a laxitive is needed
frfiu are enormous as it is, but we (the Company had no authority. Miss j shows an increase in the savings de- i but while this has produced great ir
might as well pay more and pass the j Julia S. O’Connor, president of the partments ofnearly $21,000,000. Nei- regularity, no general reaction has would to hold a political frontier, for Hood’s Pills should be taken.
the Rhine may be crossed only at
lacrease on to the fellow who buys ; Telephone Operators' Union covering j ther added thrift nor increasedwages |taken place. This may be due to the
certain points, whereas a new politi
explains
this.
Announcement
ol
the
\
I
Boston
and
vicinity,
and
representa
the lumber."
fact that the profit-taking has not
He then Inquires what percentage tive of the women workers, went to armistice stilled many fears among been participated in by veritable own cal frontier to France can be broken
of Increase in freight rates would be iWashington w’ith a petition. She was the people, and money which had ers of stocks bought at much lower anywhere," he said.
or heaviness after meals are
“The next time, remember, the Ger
necessary to meet the present deficit, |told to leave the case with the Ryan been hidden away during the war be prices, who do not wish to lose large
most annoying manifestations
mans
will
make
no
mistake.
They
will
Commission, which she did.
The gan to swell deposits all over the percentages of such profits through
and a little more.
of
acid-dyspepsia.
break
through
into
northern
France
In considering this question and chairman of this Commission was in- country. Such action is always grad drastic income-tax payments.
and
seize
the
channel
ports
as
a
base
QgnHng the percentage on the entire ! formed that the companies had de- ual, and a mere armistice did not
If these large interests intend to j
. freight bill of the country, an increase j dared they had no power to act and [probably restore the fullest confi- keep their holdings until the war-tax of operations against England. They
o f 26% would produce $1,000,000,000. was given the schedules of wages |deuce. Actual signing of peace will period passes or until the tax per- j failed the last time because they did
pleasant to take, neutralize
What centage is materially reduced, this j not believe England would come in
This might cover expenses, but the which the operators proposed. These j come nearer to doing so.
acidity and help re sto re
sum would not be sufficient to fully schedules, it appears, have been pig-1 amounts were thus put away during would act, for a considerable period, j and when they found she was coming
normal digestion.
« i s comfortably provide for all con- eon-holed there ever since. The re -'th e war, it is interesting to speculate as a bulwark against heavy sales to in it was too late to change their
MADE B Y SCOTT & BOWNE
ttngencies. In view of this, the per- presentative of the operators says she 1 upon, but impossible to estimate. In realize profits, and might prove an plan.
MAKERS O F SCOTT'S EMULSION
______________________ 19-3A
montage might be placed at about 30 spent three months in Washington, J a country of a hundred millions, and element in the prolongation of bull, “You think the Germans will have
no arms for another attack. Ho! Ho!
'
under
pressure
of
war
fears,
it
is
i
buffeted
from
one
committee
to
an
%.
markets—at least until such time as |
other, but getting no satisfaction as ! probable that a vast aggregate sum outside participation had honey-comb
Inoffloloney In Railroad Labor
to how to proceed. Her experience |of currency disappeared temporarily. ed the structure with a widely distri- ,
Having thus provided, beyond ques
recalls that of thousands of business The return of this to circulation may, buted army of smaller holders.
|
tion, at least for the time being, for
men who tried to get action from the in the next few months have a con
Speculation
is
confirmed
to
a
com•
the financial well-being of the rail
Administration during the war.
In siderable effect upon the money rate. paratively small number of securities ;
roads under Government control, the
an interview with a representative of
These funds, useless during the —those pertaining to foods, chemi- 1
Railroad Administration should apply
the Christian Science Monitor, of Bos war, may well make amends for their cals, fuels, etc.—the things that are j
Itself to the Ironing out of the labor
unworthy shirking of duty, by invest in immediate demand and cannot wrait j
ton, she said:
pvoMsm—not by reduction of wages,
“We would be willing to arbitrate ment now in Victory Bonds, at a last for price settlements, as can steels,
Mrs. E. M. Harris, R . R .
Catarrh of the
which it might as well be admitted is, with the officials of the New England
i
patriotic chance to help.
No.
3, Ashland, Wis., sends
coppers and railroads.
And these
a t the present time practically impos- Company, but we know they have no
Nose, Throat
latter are, consequently, out of the
a message of cheer to the
Glass-1 n terch an geab les
•Ible, but by systematically and com- authority in the matter. Our opera
and
Stomach.
The solution of the problem lof speculative area for the present, j
-prebanaively eliminating the lneffl- tors remained in the telephone ser
pick:
**
vice during the entire period of the
“After following your advice
•uflsaoy of railroad labor—a condition war, though opportunities to earn what terms to make for the new Loan j With the energy concentrated in this
and using Peruna and Manalin. I do all my work and am in good
which glaringly exists and Is widely much higher wages presented them has been most adroitly determined way, activity in specialties is liable
was cured of catarrh of the noae, health. I recommend this valu
throat and stomach, from which able remedy to all suffering from
•opstattre In increasing the expenses selves. They never would have con by Secreatry Glass. His selection' of to increase.
I had suffered for aeveral years. any disease of the stomach.”
templated
strike
action
had
they
not
a proper length of life and an inter
J. S. BACHE & CO.
e f the roads. The remedy lies in reinWhen I commenced taking Pe
been thoroughly discouraged over the
Peruna la Sold Everyw her
runa I could not make my bed
stltuting piece-work, which has been prospect of obtaining
without atopptng to real, Now I
recognition est rate delicately adjusted to the
Iilguld or Tablet Form
prevailing situation, will make these MUST STAY ON THE
mhmtmk totally gboHshed under the otherwise.”
bonds attractive to both business men
dSoverument Administration.
There
Government Control and One Man
RHINE, SAYS FOCH
and investors, and at the same time
to every reason why labor should be
Power Blamed
The correspondent of the Daily Mail
avoids any competition with the ex
well pafil, but It is equally reasonable
These New England women opera
in Paris sends an interview he had
isting Liberty Bonds.
Shat labor should earn its wages.
tors were receiving pre-war wages,
with Marshal Foch in which the mar
One curious and interesting, as well
The Director-General has this week
which wore lower than those In oth
as convenient, provision, pertains to shal is quoted as declaring that “our
completed the war scale of advancing
er centers. New England’s operators
peace must be a peace of victors and
them, which is possessed by no other
wage# on the railroads, by Increasing
are started at $7 a week, while New
not
of vanquished.”
the fa y of dining, sleeping, and par- York pays $10 and Chicago $11. In security that we know of; namely,
“We
must stay on the Rhine,” Mar
the arrangement by which the 4% ’s
lorcarw orkers adding 926 a month to
Washlngtong $9 is allowed but bonus
shal
Foch
said. “Pray impress that
can be converted in 3% ’s, and these
the wages, which have been effective
es are given for extra efficiency. On
on your countrymen. It is our only
in
turn
can
be
converted
back
again
since January 1, 1218. Demands for
this subject, the Monitor says:
into 4% ’s. This attractive facility safety, and their only safety. We must
h h h ir pay have already begun again
“Certain phases of the situation
LASTING PEACE
a t tha beginning of another cycle, but are bidding for attention. One is the terminates only at the expiration of double-lock the door.
“Remember
those
70,000,000
GerThankful is everyone that the great
t heee requests, it is said, have been amount of wages which have been, in their short, young lives. It is a fea
world war is over. We want a
positively refused by the Director- telephone circles, believed to be suffi ture which entitles Secretary Glass
cient to cover the needs of the women to have his name linked up with it,
peace that is lasting—and we
•(General.
who have the qualifications enabling
should all earnestly desire to em
them to serve as operators. Funda-. and bonds hereafter having this pro
Confers no# Hslpful
BRAND
vision may come to be known as
brace the opportunity to make it so.
DIAMOND
mentals
of
telephone
service
are
Labor’s attitude, ks expressed in
alertness, attention, celerity, good n a -1Glass-Interchangeables.
Now is the time to subscribe to the
Interviews with some leaders, is for ture, patience, personal neatness, j
Victory Loan in cash or installments
The old Liberty Bonds (we use the* more intimate discussion between along with enough general knowledge
adjective
with
all
due
respect)
have
to
keep
one
in
touch
with
current
af:
CO'
employers and workers as to condi
now become a “closed mortgage,” and
tions and arrangements, believing fairs and events. If a young woman
IES f
—
has these qualifications, she may g e t ; as the vast amount gradually becomes A*kLAD
your Druftgl.t for CIII-CHES-TRR S
that In this way friction may be as much at $7 a week within the first j
D
IA
M
O
N
D
U
K
AN
D
L L S in
digested, the bonds should seek the G o ld m e ta llic b o xes,P I sea
led
avoided. They believe that many em ten weeks, and if she stays on, and j
R ibbon. T a e b no o t h e r .
ployers are against such proceedings, does well, by the time she see§ h e r ! higher price levels which they de Drui?<?1at and aak for CH Iserve as the primest security of the D I A M O N D B R A N D P I L L S , fo r tw en ty -fiv e
and assert that this unflinching a tti seventh year as operator she may j
earn $16 a week. It is hardly to be ; world. Considered as a highest class year9 re g ard ed n9 B e st, S a fe s t, A lw ay s R e lia b le .
tude of proprietors tends to breed Bol
wondered that the operators are ask- speculation for the long pull, the con SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
shevism, whereas labor as a class, in ing for an increase. In fact, it would
T IM E
EVERYWHERE S S
TRIED
this country, Is normally distinctly op be a mystery how so many young servative investor can find probably
^ e s a B w g ^ ^ B 5 5 r ? ja r g g g i « n H ^ a a n
women
can
be
secured
for
the
service
posed to Bolshevism. Such confer
at such wages, if it were not for the
ences might be serviceable for suc assumption that a considerable per
cess through production increase, if centage of them leave the service to
the subject of efficiency were also manage homes of their own before
taken up. Labor should be made to attaining their majority term in the
wage periods.”
understand that only through increas
The distressing plight in which
ed efficiency can cost of commodities |business finds itself in New England,
and of living be reduced, If present without telephones, may be imagined,
standard of expense in producing i s , and blame is heaped upon the Gov
to be maintained. The very life of i ernment and upon the one man pow
an industry may depend upon th is .; er method. Representative Wm. A.
The Scottish miners are demanding Kneeland, in testifying before a legis
a 30 per cent, increase in wages, lative committee in Boston, said:
which would very seriously advance
“The industry of Boston is today at
the cost of steel and iron in England. , a standstill because of the telephone
* % If the further demand for a 30-hour situation—under Government control
week should be conceded, the cost U would be no false statement to say
all three flavors
i i the Government took few. or no steps
would be so heavily increased as t0 ■to avert it.”
in t h e s e a l e d
abut England away from many world
And George L. Kelly, secretary ol
markets. Destroying Industries means the Telephone Workers’ Association,
packages—but look
decreased employment, and here is before the same committee, said:
for the name
where the laborer becomes vitally in
“The present situation is not the
terested. It Is becoming evident that result of Government control. It is
labor and capital are partners and the result of the attitude of one man.
This man is the only public official
must work out success together.
ever heard of who refused to meet a
committee, and I trust someone will
A Line Out of Order
inform him he is living in the year
A glaring Instance of how refusal 1919, that America is still a free land,
Ho confer, eventually brings about and that the people of America are
open reaction, seems to be shown up entitled to justice and a fair deal."
The Boston press seems to agree
la the New England telephone situa
tion. It appears here that applica
tions for wage adjustment were made
a t various Government departments
and that the petitioners were turned
from pillar to post, each authority
shirking responsibility, until after
months of fruitless waiting, the wom
T f A B n i l l f VPffMZHT
M w ARKNHu r K L H i n i *
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en operators struck.
Tks people of New England are
now getting a saihple of what Goveram ent control and Government
awnsrship means. The stoi-y of the
teltihone strike, as outlined in the
Boston papers, is about as follows:

n ROOD DISEASES
Like Scrofula, Seisms, and Many
Skin Troubles,
Aa wall as a general Spring medi
cine for catarrh, rheumatism, dys
pepsia, Hood's Sarsaparilla Is of
g rist value to men, women, children.
It does its thorough work In these
Will-defined diseases by cleansing
tha blood, on the pure, healthy condi
tion of which depend the vigor and
ton* of the whole system.
Hood's Sarsaparilla la equally suc
cessful in the treatment of troubles
that are not so well defined—eases
of a low or run-down condition or
general debility, loss of appetite and
that tired feeling, or cases in which
wo see now very plainly after-effects
of the worry and anxiety caused hv
the world war and the debility f o l 
lowing the grip, Influenza and fevers.
In all such ailments it has accom*lW»od a wonderful amount of good.
m od's Pills help as a stomach toning, digestive cathartic.
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Mr. E. D. Coy has moved to th e ; The Misses Verna and Marion cent, and within certain limits they altogether from motives of loyalty
farm home of Fred Bartlett.
Mr. Coy Webb ofLudlow spent afew* davs
will work for Isaac; Chase.
last week with their mint .Mrs F \V are exempt from all taxation. This and true civic spirit these bonds are
is a higher return than that afforded Nvorth buying on their oNvn
Mrs.Fred Ervings was called to Lin- Mooers.
own merits.
l ie u s S u n d a y to a t t e n d the funeral of
i
i ,
,
by previous Liberty issues and offers There can be no thought, therefore,
j her cousin, James McGouldrick.
!?v ini )o2,?.h,U®,gave a
The next meeting of Littleton Grange th„ j ‘ n ^
\ - , hllIS(Ia-v evening at a more attractive investment, than of New E n g l a n d f a i l i n g to do its full
L1NNEUS
i Air. and Mrs. Russell Carter on Tues- will be held next Saturday
evening, ^ )hl! |„>nal , <■'
’
' ""
has been presented the general pub share. We must and will maintain
. . ' « . ..
» TT , i <lay evening at the home of Mrs. May J. A good attendance is desired.
Mr. Edd Bliss and family of Houl- Carter’s father, F. H. Vail. Sixty inMark Cray nvIi o w a s a recent guest
lic for a great many years.
Anurt out fine record of the last two years
ton were in town Sunday.
vited guests were present and passed
the home of J. A. Wolverton. ro 
BUY VICTORY BONDS
Mr. Orant of Mt. Chase is visiting il very enjoyable evening socially.
turned to Portsmouth, N. H. on Wed- (y; 'The campaign for the tilth great
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gove.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter received many nesday.
Miss Meredith Carr spent last week beautiful gifts, of cut glass, china,
Mrs. Inez Morrell has been visiting national loan opened last week and
with her sister, Mildred Carr in linen and silverware.
her sjstei\ Mrs. James Nicholson, re- there will be no let-up until New
Houlton.
The bride also received a gift of turned to her home at Robinson on England's quota of $.'’ 75,000,000 has
Mrs. Fred Ewings of Littleton was one hundred' dollars from her uncle, Thursday.
calked here by the death of Mr. Wil k* U. Vail of Houlton.
Miss ElinorWhite returned to Houl- been tilled.
liam McGoldrick.
There are two reasons why every
Refreshments of cake and coffee (0n Monday after spending a week
Mrs. Sam Ruth spent several days anere served. The guests departed at with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. one should help this loan to the ut
E FO R E you buy any cream separator, com e In and
recently with Mrs. .Herb Ruth and a late hour leaving their best wishes j, jc Hall.
most
of
his
ability.
The
first
is
a
look at the-1P rim rose. One adjustm ent is all that is
family in Houlton.
for a long and happy life. The young
Rev. Mark Turner, the new pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Bither of Hodg- couple have many friends here and 0f the F .B. church will conduct ser- reason of patriotism and gratitude.
necessary to keep it in perfect operating condition at
don, spent Sunday with Mr. Byron |are h0th very prominent in Church vices at the ehurh next Sunday, May The lighting is over and the war is
all times. This adjustment is a simple one for keeping
Bither and family.
and social affairs.
won, but we have a large army still
4. Everybody welcome.
Miss Blanche Randall of Houlton,
the bowl at the correct height— an adjustm ent that you
—<£~
Miss Edith Hall who has been con- in Europe.
This army must be
waa the week end guest of Mr. and
EACT M AnPHAN
lined to the house for several davs
or 3'our wife can safely make, whenever it’s necessary.
Mm. Harry Stewart.
nuuuuun
with g col(1 was able t0 attend to her brought safely home and mustered
The adjustment is made from the outside of the separator
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Kimball attend
out
of
service,
all
of
which
involves
Miss Della London was the guest of duties in the store on Monday.
ed the funeral of William McGoldrick Mrs. Miles Smith Sunday.
by either raising or lowering the bearing containing the
Mrs. Laura Hayden who has been a huge expenditure. We must sec
on Sunday afternoon.
Rev. Thomas Whiteside will preach spending some weeks with her aunt,
hardened steel point, upon which the spindle revolves. A slight
Mr. and Mrs. Ansil Hatfield and Sunday at the Union Church, May 4. Mrs. J. A. Wolverton, returned to her that the government has money with
turn
with a screwdriver, perhaps once a year, does the work.
which
to
put
through
its
plan
of
de
baby of Houlton, were calling on
Miss Clara Hussey of Houlton was home in Knoxford, N. B. on Friday.
The Prim rose is a well-constructed, close-skimming, durable cream
relatives here Sunday.
mobilization
and
get
the
country
Nettie jthe Snest of Mrs. John Grant last
Edward, little son of Mr .and Mrs.
separator. It will make a saving of $10.00 to $15.00 per Cow in your herd
_ Misses
_____ Winnie Logie and
of Iweek.
Orie Titcomh, who has been very ill back to a normal peace basis. Let
every
year. It is made in four sizes to separate 350 to 850 pounds of milk
Stoddard and Mr. Lewis Tyrell
per hour, or from about 40 to 98 gallons. Ask for a catalogue giving *.
Houlton spent Sunday here with rela- ! Mr- and Mrs. 0rin Taylor were vis- the past week with pneumonia, is re- us be grateful, moreover, that the
j iting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Taylor in covering, nurse McCain js earing for government is not calling for twice
complete description, or, come in and look over the Primrose yourself.
tHros
Sunday.
him.
Harry Bither was in Houlton p rj. |Houlton
H. xjuiiuuii
London was visiting h is ! Chas. B. Porter, county leader o f , the amount of the present loan,
nn nMi*»iiA offAviH
10Otfi Rnni- ^ Mr. Jii
verawTprograin of the Odd Fellows Icousin- Mr. Earl London in Hodgdon, j the Boys’ and Girls' Clubs, spent the which wouk certainly have been the
first of the week in
Presque Isle, ;case
}ia{] the fighting continued. The
wh() buys
victory bond can
U 3 n . ' Edwin Sawyer and daughter,! The friends In this place were sor- Thursday he spoke to the children at ;
the Pomona meeting m Oakfield.
. . ..
‘ .
.. .
Gladys, spent several days last week W to hear of the accident of Mi. M il- Clubs
were organized in Houlton and thereby show bis thankfulness that
t
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TOWNS

A t Last— A One-Adjustment
Cream Separator

B
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is visiting her Littleton the past week.

the wav is over and his real appreci-

Rev. Z. M. Miller Nvho has been ill ,ation
of what oursoldiers and sailors
Mrs. Hairy Sawyer and Mrs. John d a r t e r , Mrs. Trueman Stairs in
the past two weeks jiave (jom* b) wi» peace with victory.
Stewart 6t Houlton spent one day i H^ lton foj* Jwo
. , , at Island kails for
last week with their parents, Mr. and 1 Miss Madeline Stephenson ot md- was brought to the home of his (v) Another good reason for the pur
Mrs Janies H Ruth
low ®Pent last week with her grand- daughter, Mrs. J. A. Shaw on WedMr and Mrs Ray Young
Mr and mother, Mrs. Edward Henderson.
nesday. The many friends of Mr. chase of these bonds may be found
Mrv. U J . Bubar, Mr. Isaac
Sawyer t Miss Eva Grant Nvas the guest ofMiller will regret to know that he is in their excellence as a business in
r*ftrrtA iawvfir attended the her sister, Mrs1: Florence Dickinson not improving in health.
vestment. They bear interest at the
MrftiirTr8 Cai-rnll weddlne in Houlton at Union Corner, N. B. last Thursday.
a serenade Nvas held on
Monday
Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Callnan Jr. evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. yate of four and three-quarters per
________
are smiling on account of the arrival Winfield Mulholland, in honor of their
|of a daughter last Wednesday, April daughter, Mildred, Nvho Nvas united in
• -- - -------- -------- ------ ---------William McGoldrick
passed 23rd.
marriage, April 2, at Debee. N. B. to
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T I T I O N FOR
Mr.N William McGoldrick
suddenly at
»•, his
mo home
Hu.ne on
Mr- Fred London and Charles Lon- Woodford Nicholson. Both are popuaway very suddenly
D IS C H A R G E
n in fl. A p r i j 2 5 at the age d<>n were t h e guests of their brother, iar young people of this town,
and
Friday evening
4 mouths, leaving a wid-! Percy London in Sherman part of friends unite in wishing them happi- In the m a t t e r of
Of 49 years,’
ness -.>nu
and nmsnpritv
prosperity.
-*
Kimball
week.
iunkrunU
ow, formerly Miss
Jennie
----------- j
Will Crosby, D. F. Adams, Mr. and NVilliani I Malaand a Miter in Alberta, and a host of
The services commenced at the
Ba n kr up t .
Mrs.
John
Carson,
Mrs.
King
Bruce,
as to
w muuiu.
, Union Church last Sunday, the Rev.
friends
mourn
McGoldrick was a member of Henry Speed preached. We hope eve- Mrs. Fred Ewings, Mrs. Emery Gold To the Hon. C la re n c e H ale, J u d g e of the
Mr.*---onH
D ist ri ct C o u r t of th e I 'n iie d S t a t e s for
ra.ir.nruiand
1J kuu
itiu rybody
IV.- v..
tlM Baptist nSociety
a ; faithful1
will come to
church and ing and Mrs. O. V. Jenkins, attended
th e D is t r i c t of Maine.
_____ ____
__ ! bring their children and help the Pomona at. Oakfield on Thursday.
worker
and a helper in all *religious
•
tlrai *1z a l nt l f f
The addresses given by National lec
services, and will be missed in all good work along.
LIA M
1 >HA K 10
of
Caribou
turer, John Ketchum, and State Mas in W I Lthe
C o u n t y of A ro o sto o k,
church work.
—® ~
ter, W, J. Thompson and George S t a t e of Maine, in said D is t r i c t r e s p eand
The funeral was largely attended
* >m i n m
ct
Brown,
representing the Aroostook fully re p re s e n t s , th a t on the 18th day
on Sunday afternoon a t Linneus Corl u u u / ty
Federation
of
Farmers,
were
greatly
ner Church, Rev. Mrs. Florence CarMrs. Robert Powell of New Limeof O cto b er,
last p a st, he
was
duly
▼tr spoke comforting words to the rick visited Mrs. Lyman Webb, Sun- enjoyed. After the addresses were a d ju d g e d b a n k r u p t u n d e r t h e A c t s of
given, the school children gave some C o n g r e ss r e l a t i n g to B a n k r u p t c y ; t h a t
wMow and mourning friends.
The j day.
P h o n e 441
H o u lto n , M
casket was covered with beautiful j Friends of Mr. Winn Hemore will very pleasing exercises which gave he h a s duly s u r r e n d e r e d all his p ro p e r ty
floral offerings. Messrs. Herb Hill-1 regret to learn that he has pneu- much credit to the pupils and to the an d ri g h t s of p ro p e r ty , a n d h a s fully
teachers who trained them,
man, John Little, Frank Byron; Law- monia.
complied w it h
all t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s
of
A g e n t s f o r I n t e r n a t i o n a l 8 -1 0 T r a c t o r
O. V. Jenkins, State Highway Su said A c t s a n d of the o r d e r s of Court
renee Byron acting as Pall Bearers. > Miss Mabel Brooks was the Nveek
— —
end guest of her aunt, Mrs. Maurice pervisor, spent last week in Southern t o u c h in g his b a n k r u p t c y .
MflNTVf"FI 1 /1
Haley.
Aroostook, Washington and Penobscot
W h e re fo re he prays, T h a t he m a y be
M V n ilv b L lA /
Miss Mary Mersereau has gone to counties employing patrolman for the
(*“*<- < a full d i s 
MVS. Robt. McLeod left Tuesday IPatten where she has accepted a coming season. Mr. Jenkins reports cdecreed
bymtheallCourt
have
h a r g e fro
d e b ts topro
v a ble a g a i n s t
for Boston for a few weeks |position.
a better feeling on the part of the his e s t a t e u n d e r said b a n k r u p t c y A c t s ,
i Mr. F. D. Hamilton purchased a selectmen and road officials in the e x c e p t su ch d e bts a s a r e e x c e p te d by
vta*.
a* son arrived at the home ; fine span of work horses from George towns of his entire district. Where law fr o m su ch d is c h a rg e .
Buck, last Benn, last week.
formerly he has encountered a certain
Dated t h i s 21st ( l av of Apri l
A.
wvbk.
I Mr. Dwight Webb Nvho is attending amount of opposition in regard to the
Several from here plan to attend (Houlton High School, spent the week patrol maintenance system, he now 1918.
P r e s q u e Is le , M a in e
W ILLIA M D RA K E.
the flay , “My Chum’s ^Nveetheart,” end with his parents.
finds an earnest desire on the part of
Bankrupt.
is Boulton this week.
Mrs. Sarah Beatty of Houlton, the towns to co-operate with the
Hr. and Mrs. L. A. Hill went to spent the past week with her daugh- state Highway Commission in keep
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
ing our highways in
BfUftffn last week to be present at ter, Mrs. Lyman Webb.
• the best^ possible
- -11
D istrict of Maine. N o r t h e r n Division, ss
the blg parade held there on Friday.
Miss Verna Webb spent her Easter condition for the summer travel.
On
this 2 tit 11 d a y of
Apri l . A.
D.
lfltM Alma Melvin, a trained nurse, vacation with her aunt, Mrs. Fred
1919, on r e a d in g the fo reg o in g petition,
wkfl has been in service in France Mooers of New Limerick,
NEW LIMERICK
over a year, arrived home on Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Stevens of
George .Michaud was a caller in it is —
O rdered by the C o u rt, T h a t a h earing
morning’s train.
Houlton attended the services at the town Monday.
Wfcfren Nye, who has been in the Baptist ChuIPch, Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Powell visit be h a d upon t h e s a m e on t h e 9t h d a y
. o f J u n e . A. 1 >. 1919, b e f o r e s a i d
Court
Mr. and
and
North West, Montana, and other
^ Mrs.
1vr”" ”Frank
— ^ Jordan
w u™
Q
n, ed friends in Ludlow Sunday.
parta of the west, for the last four son, Lawrence, were Sunday guests
The Tannery School is closed for a t B a n g o r In said D ist ri c t , N o r th e r n
year*,, is here on a visit to his moth- of Mrs. Jordan’s parents, Mr. and a few weeks on account of small pox. Division at 10 o 'clo ck in th e f o r e n o o n ;
Mrs. James Webb.
Mr. Win. McCain spent Sunday and t h a t n o t i c e t h e r e o f be published In
er.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Haley went with Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson of the H oulto n T im e s , a n e w s p a p e r printed
in said D istrict, N o r t h e r n Division, and
to Woodstock, N. B. Monday to at Ludlow.
Hotel Burned
t h a t all k now n creditor.- and ...: h.-r p e r 
tend the funeral of Mrs. Haley's
The hotel owned by Howard Nel brother-in-law, Mr. Melvin Hovey.
so n s in i n te re st, m a y a p p e a r a t the said
son, with part of the contents was
tim e and place, and sh ow ca u se , if any
Mr. Emery Moore and family, who
The
Elk's
and
Mr.
Bird
have
made
bvfMd Friday night. It being a wet ' mi ‘
_
th e y h a ve , w hy the p r a y e r of said p e t i 
arrangements
to
take
“Mv
(’hum's
©oM Bight no other buildings caught j kaye been lMng on the Taggett
ff
Gartley, and Thomas Co. farm, have Sweetheart" to Mars Hill, Monday, tio n e r should n ot be g r a n te d .
And it is F u r th e r O rdered by the C o urt,
A t about two o’clock the alarm was j
t0 the
L ' Cleveland farm in May 5th, also to Woodstock. Friday, T h a t
the
Clerk
shall
s e n d
by
May
9th.
The
Company
will
go
by
given, but before help arrived the *H<Julton.
mail to all known c r e d L o r s co pies of said
auto.
top floor was all ablaze and breaking
j J*1*- and
JJrs- from
L - L - their
McGowan
re
p e ti ti o n
a n d th i s
o rd e r, a d d re sse d
to
^flceived
a letter
son. Pvt.
through the roof, the contents of H. Hastings McGowan, who has been
th e m a t
th e i r p la ce s of
re s id e n ce
as
three rooms on the second floor and stationed at the Canal Zone, saying
s t a te d .
N o tice of F ir s t M ee tin g of C red ito rs
• w jjth to , on tlu. ground floor
IS S T S T ta ?
W i t n e s s th e H on o ra b le C l a r e n c e Hale,
In t h e D i s t r i c t Court of the U nited S t a t e s
a* T* a'
! Orleans, La., and that he will soon
fo r t h e N o r t h e r n Division of the D i s  J u d g e of th e said C o u r t, and t h e seal
thereof, a t B a n g o r in the N o r t h e r n D i v i 
®
get his discharge and return home.
P r i c e s o n a l l C o a l (o a d v a n c e M a y 1 s t
t r i c t o f M aine. In B a n k r u p t c y .

J

Putnam Hardware Co.

e.

P e rry Coal C o m p a n y

WHOLESALE COAL
Anthracite"and Bituminous

LET

OAKFIELD

In the. m a t t e r of

LITTLETON

The Misses Clarv. and Leah Browne

th«°v Wiil l 0„rter a^ raln tng school for nurses.

11

1

1

^ o b Elliott has moved into the
A1Ian Campbell rent at Littleton sta-

tjon

The youngest child of Fred Foster
Concert
who has been ill with a severe cold is
The concert given by the school; much better,
children, in Martin’s Hall, Monday
R0y Drake has moved into his
evening under the direction of the house,
recently purchased
from
local teachers was a social and finan- ( Frank Tracy.
cial success that was enjoyed by a
Mrs James Stone visited her mothvery large crowd that filled the floor er, Mrs. Mary Lowrey at Monticello
and galleries ot the hall.
on Wednesday.
The program consisted of the play
Mr. and Mrs. Chas Bruce are re“Breesy Point,” given by the sixth, ceiving congratulations on the birth
seventh and eighth grades.
The Gf a daughter on April 22

Wand Drill and Danish Dance of
____________
Greeting, the tableaux, were given by
~ third, fourth,
--------- and fifth grades.
_
Mr. Edmond Lanoue, one of the
the
One of the most pleasing features popular managers at the Snell will
fit the program was the “Shoe Mak-jsing “For the Glory of the Grand <
er*s Dance” given by the first an d ]Flag,” assisted by fiftv in chorus
r ’My Chum’s Sweetheart.”
second grades,
Bach child performed their part in
a pleasing manner which reflected
much credit on the pupils and teach
ers who worked so hard to make the
entertainment such a grand success.
The proceeds will be used to pur
chase pictures and a Kindergarten
table for the school.

s i on of s a i d Di s t r i c t
Apr i l A. 1 >. 1919.

j

St . A g a t h a S t a r c h Co.
a Corporation
13a n k r u p t . l

In

Bankruptcy

T o (lit' c r e d i t o r s of s a i d St .
A p a t ha
S t a r e ) ) <'o. a <' u r p o r a t ion. St .
Agatha
in t h e c o u n t y of A r o o s t o o k
and
Dis
t r i c t a f o r e s a i d , bankr upt .

N o tice

is h e re b y

giv en

that

on

the '

on

the

2' ith

( L . S.)

day

o)

ISA B EL SHEEH AN.
Dep uty Clerk
A t ru e cop y of p etition and o rd e r thereon
A ttest.
ISA B EL SH EEH A N
D eputy Clerk

T e l e p h o n e 403-4

ft — i — m
ua ,jil MMgmmv.

21st d a y of April , A. I*, lit 19 t h e s ai d
St . A g a t h a S t a n d ) <"o. a c o r p o r a t i o n w a s
du l y a d j u d i c a t e d
bankrupt:
and
that
tin- first m e e t i n g of
c r e d i t o r s will
be
In-Id a t t h e o t h e r of tddwin L. Vail , m
H o u l t o n . on tin- 17th d a y of Ma y, A. I >.
1919, a t 19 o ' c l o c k in t h e f o r e n o o n
at
w h i c h t i m e tin- s a i d c r e d i t o r s m a y a t 
tend, pr ov e their
claims,
a pp o i n t
a
trustee.
exam ine
the
bankrupt
and
tr a ns ac t such other business
as
may
p r o p e r l y c o m e l a d o re s ai d m e e t i n g .
D a t e d at Houlton, April 22nd, 1919.

You Men who have
served have learned
to judge true worth
in men and things.

E D W I N L. VA IL,
R e f e r e e in B a n k r u p t c y

and it is natural, now that you are
going back into civil life that you will
continue to judge by the war time
standard of real value.

FRED A. SHEAN

For this reason particularly we know
that you will appreciate good

Certified Public Accountant

M ansur Block
Telephone 2 4 5

Wedding Reception
was

wedding reception

for they are not only styled smartly
and tailored well but they have real
vaue—they give the most for the
money.

FRED A. SHEAN, Houlton, Me.

VALUE is woven into the cloth and
VALUE is tailored into the garment*
VALUE is expressed by smarter styles
and finer fit, in fact VALUE has been
formore than half a century the
distinguishing mark of Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes.

COAL

HQMDGD0N
Mr. C. W. Taylor lost a valuable
horse, April 20th.
Miss Dora Dora Bickford has re
turned from visiting in Boston, Mass.
Mr. sad Mrs. Charles Beatham
have sold their farm a t Lincoln and
are the guests of relatives here.
A special Town Meeting will be
held a t the Town Hall, Monday, May
5th a t 1 o’clock. Remember the date
and plan to attend.
Mr. Clarence Dwight Currier and
Mies Bernice Wilson were married by
Rev. H. H. Marr, at tbe M. E. parson
age, Tnisday evening, April 22. Their
many friends are extending congratnlstians.

H art Schaffner &
M arx Clothes

New systems of Book keeping Installed. Old Sys
tems changed to meetthe requirements of the Govern
ment.
Start your system now and when the next tax call
comes, the return may be easily computed.

LETTER B
Mrs. Earle Adams went to Milo
Saturday for a short visit with her
Mrm. Mary Rideout ot Ludlow is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. George
Carpenter.
Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick has been
confined to the house for several
weeks by a severe cold.
lire. Jo e Mitchell of Houlton is
spending a few days at the home of
bar parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Car
penter.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McConnell, Mr.
F . G. McConnell and Mrs. W. N. Car
penter were in Houlton Thursday to
attend the Carroll—McGary wedding,
brother, B. F . Carpenter.

US QUOTE

A liberal discount to you soldier and
sailor boys—Ask for it.

Smart Shirts in Bates Street and
Manhattan, Smart Shoes in Crossett
the kind you like to look at and the
kind that feels like old ones.

Call Phone 63

Your choice in Smart Ties.

CHAS. H. M cCLUSKEY
For

In fo r m a tio n

IMMEDIATE

given
■ A si-j

COME H E R E A ND SEE T H E
D IF F E R E N C E

fo r

DELIVERY

Green Bros. Co.
Copyright 1919 Hart Schaffner & Marx

/

